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ABSTRACT
A state-of-the-art, tunable diode laser infrared heterodyne
spectrometer has been designed and constructed for ground-based
observations throt^shout the 5-12 micron atmospheric window. The
instrument has been optimized for use with presently available tunable
diode lasers, and has been designed as a flexible field system for use
with large reflecting telescopes. The instrument was aligned and
calibrated using laboratory and astronomical sources.
Observations of SiO fundamental (v m 1-0) and hot band (v - 2-1)
absorption features have been made in sunspots near 8 microns using
the spectrometer. These measurements constitute the first reported
detection of solar SiO, and the first such measurement using coherent
detection. The data permit an unapbiguous determination of the
temperature-pressure relation in the upper layers of the umbral at-
mosphere, and support the sunspot model suggested by Stellmacher avid
Wiehr (Astron. and Astrophys., 7, 432, 1970).
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
k
1.1	 s	 e problem
r
1.1.1
	
	 '
Heterodyne Snectrcmeter
infrared heterodyne spectroscopy is a passive technique
employing coherent optical detection for the study of spectral
features in remote sources. It employs optical components such as
mirrors and lenses normally associated with incoherent opt•.ics, but
since it is a coherf,.nt pr, dcess the principles of cm and mm wave
receivers dictate the instrument design. Because of its coherent
nature, it offers the same advantages as the longer wavelength
techniques, notably ultra-high resolving power and high frequency
precision. Heterodyne spectroscopy can be considered complementary
to, rather than in competition with, Fourier transform spectroscopyi
(FTS), which is widely used for high resolution IR measurements of
remote sources. The FTS technique permits measurements of large
spectral intervals with frequency resolving powers v/Av < 10^
Infrared heterodyne spectroscopy covers a much smaller spectral
interval in a singl e measurement, but can provide almost arbitrarily
high frequency resolving power. This permits the recovery of fully
resolved line shapes and reveals fine structure not accessible to
the FTS technique.
Since the advent of high speed infrared photomixers, heterodyne
spectroscopy using CO  gas lasers has become a powerful technique
Csnmlmpl PACE 4 a
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for the 0,mdy of terrestrial atmospheri,o species and astrophysical
objects at high spatial and spectral resolution. Unlike coherent
detection at radio frequencies, however, gas laser local oscillators
only provide for operation at the fixed frequency of the laser
transitions.	 Although a large number of transitions are available,
the intermediate frequency coverage amounts to about 7 percent of
the typical spacing between transitions, so these instruments only
allow measurement over very small intervals throughout their
overall operating wavelength range. Moreover, their operation is
presently restricted to wavelengths between 8 and 12 microns.
The substitution of tunable diode-lasers (TDL 1 s) for gas lasers
^	 Iors in Ilse t-eroC ..ne	 tema
 offers. 1^hn 
	 for3^ local $3a,.11^tt:vt'3 in ucc.cc-vuyt^a ays:+cu+.^ 	 w^.v promise^
continuous tunability, allowing operation over the entire nominal
wavelength range of the diode laser. The development of a reliable
TDL heterodyne spectrometer with the sensitivity of gas laser
instruments has yet to be realized, however, because of the many
problems associated with the development of tunable lead -salt diode
lasers. Instead of lasing in a single gaussian mode, the output
power of these devices is typically divided among a mixture of
high-order modes, and the output exhibits a variety of noise
problems related to multi-mode emission. Also, because of their
tunability, the output frequency is sensitive to mechanical
vibrations, small temperature fluctuations, and small variations in
the diode laser injection current normally used to fine tune the
frequency.
Aside from these difficulties, tunable diode laser heterodyne
P
V
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spectroscopy has been successfully demonstrated in measurements of
`r±	
laboratory gases, atmospheric constituents ana continua of the mcor*
'	 and Mara. Meanwhile, improvements nav es been made in th e
 performance
x	
and reliability of tunable lead-salt diode lasers, particularly with
regard to power output,
t
	
	
In view of the success achieved with gas laser "gterodyne
systems, and the demonstrated potential of the diode laser
f
	
	
heterodyne technique, there is an obvious demand for a general
purpose ground based tunable diode laser heterodyne spectrometer,
for both astrophysical observations and for measurements of
terrestrial atmospheric constituents.
1.1.2 deasurfinent_of_ Sig in aWnsog s
One very interesting class of observational problems that is
ideally suited for TDL infrared heterodyne spectroscopy is the
detection of molecular absorption in sunspots. Since temperatures
in sunspots are lower than that of the surrounding photosphere, the
environment is suitable for the formation of a variety of molecular
species, some of which have already been observed. The sunspot
environment is of itself interesting since it is not well understood
and the roles of magnetic fields, m aeroturbulenee and heating from
the overlying chromosphere in determining the environment have not
been well established. In addition, the sunspot environment,
constitutes an excellent high-temperature source for the study of
species not easily created in the laboratory.
In order to properly analyse absorption lines observed in the
11
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sunspot spectrum, It is essential to Know the vertical
temperature-pressure distribution througholAt the region where line
formation takes place. Unfortunately, wide disagreement exists
between empirical one-dimensional sunspot temperature/pressure
models that have appearec in the literature. The disagreement is
largest in the upper layers of the umbral atmosphere where the
formation of most atomic and molecular lines occur.
For the deeper layers, models employ continuum observations
at both visible and infrared wavelengths. One difficulty that
exists with sunspot continuum observations is contamination by
terrestrial lines and the uno w: ainty in the transmittance of the
terrestrial atmosphere. Since atmospheric transmission depends on
local conditions at the time of measurement, these effects are
removed by recording spectra from the spot and photosphere in close
time coincidence and ratioing to obtain the relative sunspot
intensity. Also, at visible wavelengths the ratio of photospheric
1
	
	 to sunspot surface intensities is large (I ph/r
UM
 
> 10), so that
observations are contaminated by scattered light from the
surrounding photosphere. Each continuum measurement must include
some method of correcting for this effect. Attempts to model the
upper layers of the umbral atmosphere have been based on
observations of atomic lines at visible wavelengths where the
sunspot spectrum is very complicated. This makes analyses of
individual line shapes exceedingly difficult because of blending
with adjacent lines.
Most of the above-mentioned problems are not as serious at
. #.W..
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infrared wavelengths. The ratio 
Iph/Iun 
decreases at longer
4	 wavelengths and the continuum spectrum shows discrete, isolated,
well defined absorption features, Few continuum measurements have
been made at wavelengths longer than one micron, however, and
observations of infrared absorption features are almost
non-existent. All infrared line and oontinuum measurements are thus
of great importance in the study of the sunspot environment.
The fundamental (v	 1-0) and hot band ( v r 2-1) transitions
of silicon monoxide (5iO) near 8 micron; are of special interest.
These transitions have been predicted in the sunspot. spectrum but no
detection has been reported in the literature. Also, SiO is a
sensitive thermometer at the upper layers since it is rapidly
dissociated at sunspot temperatures. By comparing the observed
equivalent widths against calculated values based on assumed
temperature - pressure profiles it should be possible to determine
the temperatures at small optical depths and provide boundary
conditions for improved models. The tunable diode laser heterodyne
technique is ideally suited to these observations for several
reasons. The 8 micron Sic bands occur at the frequencies of present
commercially available diode lasers. Also, since it is a coherent
	
a`	 detection technique, the field of view is diffraction limited, with
a diameter of about 3 arses at 8 microns using a 1 meter telescope
aperture. This beam size is smaller than most umbral diameters so
oontaminatior, from surrounding photospheric light is minimal, at
	J,	 least.' during periods of good seeing. Since the technique is capable
of subdoppler resolving power, it permits line broadening and
s
., t
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residual intensity measurements, in addition to the usual equivalent
wiath information. Finally, the high surface brightness of sunspot.
umbrae (T , 4000K) makes Sits observations a logical first choice
among the list of astrophysieally interesting problems for the TDL
heterodyne technique.
1.2 grogresp 10 I ,Heterodyne Detection Using
Diode Laser Leal OscillatU rs
Prior to the development of milliwatt semiconductor tunable
diode lasers and wideband HgCd Te photodetectors, sensitivity
limitations in diode laser heterodyne detection work required the
use of strong signal sources. Success in early heterodyne studies
was achieved by reporting observed self-beating effects in a single
source or by detecting optical beats from two IR local oscillators.
Hinkley et al. (1968) observed beating effects between a current
tunable PbSnTe diode laser and the P(20) transition of a CO 2 gas
laser. The beat note at approximately 1250 MHz was observed using a
copper doped germanium (Ge:Cu) detector, with 40mW of CO
2
 laser
power and approximately 100 uW single mode power from the diode
laser. The instantaneous linewidth of the diode laser emission was
found not to exceed some tens of KHz, although frequency modulation
of the diode output was observed aue to a 120 Hz ripple in the
current supply. These authors also observed heterodyning with the
P(18) Co 2 transition at IF frequencies below 3.5 GHz, with somewhat 	
ti
poorer amplitude and frequency stability.
Heterodyne measurements of the Lorentzian spectral distribution
of output power from a liquid helium-cooled PbSnTe tunable diode,
Baia.--..-....	 _.... _.._,-N
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1
laser were perform ed by Hinkley aria Freed (1969) in an attempt to
	 {
verify theoretical, predictions for the diode laser line shape.
Because of the intrinsically small cavity dimensions and low output*
power levels of TDL's, diode laser linewidths are significantly
1
greater than those of gas lasers operating in the same frequency
range, so that the gas laser line can be eonsidereo a delta function
by oompalrison. By combining both diode and CO  gas laser radiation
at a liquid helium cooled Ge;Cu detector and ourrent-tuning the
diode output frequency across the extremely narrow CO2 laser line
(4v < 100 Hz) , the resulting beat note was detected and the entire
diode laser line displayed on a spectrum analyzer. The
experimentally determined linewidths were found to agree with
theoretical predictions based on estimates of the diode "cold" -
cavity bandwidth and the degree of population inversion. The
authors were also able to demonstrate the inverse power variation of
the diode laser linewidth, by increasing the diode current and
adjusting the heat sink temperature to maintain a constant beat
frequency.
The first successfully operating infrared heterodyne
spectrometer using a tunable semiconductor diode laser local
oscillator was constructed by Mumma et al. (1975) and used to make
laboratory heterodyne measurements of N20 line profiles in the v1
band (100.000). These authors also demonstrated heterodyne
detection of thermal blackbody emission from the moon and Nars. The
spectrometer employed a FbBe semi-conductor diode laser, a HgCdTe
photodiode as a photatixer and a spectral line receiver consisting
6ROI SAL PAGE tS
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of 8 contiguous 25 1 dz filters to provide a coverage of 200 MHz at
the IF. At the operating wavelength of 8.6 microns, this
corresponds to a resolving power of about; 1.4 X 10 . N20 heterocyne
absorption measurements were performed using a cell filled with N20
at 10 Corr pressure placed in the beam of a 1300 K blackbody
continuum source. The N 20 line width was about 1'70 ►qHz, which was
fully resolved in the bank of filters.
Blackbody heterodyne measurements of the moon and Mars yielded
measured signal to noise ratios of 6.7 and 5.4, respectively, for a
single 25 MHz filter and roughly 8 minutes integration time. Much
of the signal degradation yes the result of insufficient local
oscillator power. The maximum single mode power obtained in this
experiment was x100 NW, considerably below that;, required for shot
noise limited operation (i.e., the point where the local oscillator
shot noise dominates all other noise sources at the IF). From the
measured photodiode quantum efficiency and diode laser single mode
s
power, the overall transmission of atmosphere and system optics was
estimated to lie between 10 and 20 percent.
Frerking and, Muehlner (1977) developed a diode laser heterodyne
spectrometer and obtained laboratory and terrestrial atmospheric 03
absorption spectra in a 1 cm-1 region near 1011 cm -1 . This
instrument employed a PbSnSe laser diode and HSCdTe photodiode mixer
both mounted, together with the optical elements, in compact fashion
on a common dewar operating at liquid nitrogen temperature (77K). A
	 I"
f.	 single IF amplifier and filter at the mixer output with a cutoff of	 1''
100 MHz provided a single IF channel with a width of 100 MHz,
YI
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yielding an IR resolvin3 power of about 1.5 X 10 5 . Spectral scans
of the v 3 band (001 « 000) of atmospheric ozone in solar absorption
were obtained by slowly current-tuning the diode between 101049 and
1011.3 cm-1 while recording the synchronously detected heterodyne
signal on an X-Y plotter. Lx oellent agreement was observed between
the heterodyne spectra and direct absorption laboratory spectra
using an ozone absorption cell. The results also agreed nicrrly with
synthetic 0 3 spectra in this region computed by the same authors,
and adjusted to match the instrumenc frequency resolution., `The
measured SNR was found to be about 25 for a 100 MHz IF bandwidth and
1 see integration time. This is roughly a factor of 4600 smaller
than the ideal value. The degradation was attributed to optics
transmission losses, insufficient local oscillator power, amplifier
noise and spurious IF noise.
The first use of a closed cycle cooler for continuous diode
laser cooling and temperature control in a heterodyne system was
reported by Ku and Spears (1977). These authors constructed a
heterodyne radiometer using a tunable 10.6 ym PbSnSe diode laser ao
a local oscillator. The closed cycle cooler held the diode near 30K
for the duration of the experiments. A heterodyne signal was
obtained by combining the local oscillator beam and that from a
1173K blackbody source at a HgCdTe photon fixer. The heterodyne
detection electronics consisted of a 600 Uz low noise amplifier at
the mixer, a spectrum analyzer, crystal detector and lock-in
amplifier as part of the synchronous detection process. The
instrument was tuned by varying both cooler temperature and the
T
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diode current. Initial stuaies of noise at the le suggested that
self- beating effects in the laser output were the cause of extreme
noise in the heterodyne signal over portions of the `POL tuning
range. For quiet operation, signal-to -noise ratios as high as 150
were observed for a blackbody temperature of 1173K, a bandwidth B of
500 MHz and an integration time T of 0.4 sec. In addition, one of
the laser modes was examined by heterocyning against a CO2 gas
laser, and an instantaneous linewidth of 100 kHz was measured, in
qualitative agreement with earlier results of Hinkley and Freed
(1969). The instrument was also used to measure several absorption
lines of ethylene near 942 cm-1
 in a gas absorption cell. The lines
were first located in direct absorption and then observed in the
heterodyne mode. The measured line widths were in good agreement
with those ey Qeeted for an IF resolution of o 600 MHz.
A hybrid spectroscopic technique employing both direct
absorption and heterodyne measurement options available using diode
lasers has been employed by several workers for the study of
molecular gases in the laboratory. By monitoring the beat. frequency
between a PbSnSe diode laser and various CO 2 gas laser lines,
Worchesky and coworkers (1978) were able to establish precise line
center positions of several D20 absorption lines in near coincidence
with CO2
 gas laser transitions. Both the diode and CO 2 laser beams
were focussed onto a HgCdTe photomixer while monitoring the
heterodyne signal to establish a frequency calibration scale. The
remaining parr of the diode laser radiation was passed through the
D20 absorption cell and onto a second detector where the
A
r
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transmittance was simultaneously monitored. A total of nine lines
in the v2 fundamental bands of 0 20 were measured with an estimated
error of ±0.005 em-1 . Instabilities in the diode laser output
frequency were the largest contributor to this uncertainty.
Hillman et al. (1970 used a similar approach to study the
2sQ(1,1) transition in the 2v 2 -V2 band of NH3 near 949.5 cm- 1 . The
spectrometer employed a PbSSe tunable diode laser mounted in a
closed cycle cooler and emitting near the 9.4 um and 10.6 um CO2
laser bands. Examination of the TOL output on a spectrum analyzer
revealed an anomalously large mode width of s 15 MHz resulting from
radiation losses in the diode stripe, diode injection current noise
and cooler instabilities. The mode center position stabilized to
Within, f2 MHz over several minutes of true after the diode
temperature had reached equilibrium. A small additional mode was
also seen in the observed heterodyne spectrum about 60 MHz from the
main mode. The presence of this type of satellite mode in the TDL
output was thought to be the cause for regions of extreme excess
noise of the type observed in heterodyne studies by Ku and Spears
(1977). After an initial study of insrri;D?.ent performanoe, a number
of scans of the 2sQ(1,1) line were made using a 30-cm cell of NH 3 at
1-Tors pressure placed in one of the divided 'TDL beams. Aside from
small departures from linearity in the TDL tuning rate, data from 12
scans yielded a determination of the line ce:tter position to within
*_ 0.00007 cm-1 or ± 2.1 MHz. Spears and Freed (1973) examined the
use of IR - microwave varacting for continuous heterodyne coverage
between adjacent CO 2 transitions near 10.6 microns. This technique
12
also permits accurate wavelength calibration of a tunable diode
laser using a CO2 laser as a reference. UsimS a tunable microwave
local oscillator pump and a HgCdTe detector, it is possible to
detect optical beat frequencies much larger than the single
conversion IF bandwidth of the detector. By injecting the output of
a microwave pump with frequency f  into the mixer, the optical beat
frequency (f2-f 1 ) of two IR sources is down converted to a final
frequency f nfp - (f2 - f 1 ) which lies well below the nominal
detector bandwidth. Spears and Freed (1973) measured a signal-to-
noise exceeding 45 d9 at 21.3 GHz with a 10 acHz noise bandwidth
using two 602 lasers operating at different transitions and
dell ver ng s 0.5 mW each to the detector. The signal-to--noise
ratio was limited mainly by the available microwave local oscillator
power. Subsequent 3rd and 4th harmonic mixing studies (n = 3,4)
resulted in the detection of beat frequencies between 40.3 GHz and
60.7 GHz.
The most recent, and probably the most successful attempt to
employ TDL heterodyne spectroscopy for the study of atmospheric
constituents was made during 1979 b y Harward and Hoell (1950). The
i	 authors observed atmospheric NH 3 , H2O, 0 3 , CO2 and HNO3 absorption
between 9 and 11 microns using a TDL radiometer and a small
heliostat located at NASA Langely Research Center, Hampton, VA. The
system employed a TDL local oscillator in a closed cycle cooler, the
output of which was collimated using, an f11 Ge lens. Mixing bNf the
^T. LO and signal beams was accomplished with a HgCdTe photomixer.
r.	 Coarse frequency calibration was performed using a monochromator.
I'
s`
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and prior to each observation the final local oscillator position
was set using reference gas ,ine positions and a solid Go etalon to
provide a frequency scale. One interesting operational feature of
the instrument was the use of a scanning etalon to select and track
a single longitudinal diode laser mode.
The atmospheric spectra were recorded by varying the TAG
current to sweep a single 100 MHz IF filter in frequency. Signal-to-
noise ratios of 200 to 300 were obtained during these measurements.
This study established the capability of the TDL heterodyne
technique for terrestrial atmospheric studies between 9 and 11
microns.
1.3 Tunable Diode Laser Development
Two major classes of tunable semi-eonduotor diode lasers exist
today - the first based on the III-V binary compound GaAs, where
lasing typically occurs in the 0.6-5 micron spectral range. The
	 x'
} I
Roman numerals refer to the number of valence electrons for the
constituent atoms and defines the role - donor or acceptor of the
constituent. The state-of-the-art has advanced rapidly for this Y
class of device largely because of their potential for optical
r
communication applications, Present GaAs devices are very reliable
and exhibit multi-milliwatt power output, high efficiency, beam
5
uniformity and room temperature operatici,
This section will be concerned exclusively with the second
major diode laser class which is based on lead-salt, or IV-VI
compounds. Interest in these devices stems from their potential for
f
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wide tunability, their operation in the important 3-30 micron range
(which includes the vibration-rotation bands of many molecular
species), and their extremely high spectral purity (less than 10-4
cm-1
 at v s 1000 cm-1).
Sutler et al. (1964) first -eported lasing in the Pb-salt
semi-eonduotor family using a PbTe (lead-telluride) diode laser
operating at 6.6 microns. Lasing throughout the 2.7 to 33 micron
region was later achieved after the development of ternary compounds
employing basic binary constituents*
The nominal wavelength operating range of a Pb-salt diode laser
is obtained during fabrication by the proper choice of material,
which in turn determines the energy bandgap. Figure 1 shows the
variation of energy bandgap E$ for various ternary Pb-salt compounds
and the nominal operating wavelengths of these devices. Because of
the ffect known as band inversion, Eg approaches zero as x
approaches 0.4 in the compound Pb 1-XSnxTe. In principle, this
allows fabrication of very long wavelength devices. Several methods
also exist for fine tuning the operating frequency of these devices.
The output frequency can be smoothly varied by changing the applied
pressure, the surrounding magnetic field, the injection current
flowing through the device nr the mount temperature. The latter two
techniques have proven the most popular since they are easily
performed under field operating conditions. 	
A
Early tunable diode lasers (Figure 2a) were broad area
homojunction devices employing a P and N type material and a narrow
active region. This region acts both as a barrier to confine
i
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Fe	 minori".y carriers (the bandgap changes at t he aides of the junction)
i	 and as a radiation waavoguide (a change in the refractive ;index
Y	 occurs at the boundaries). The .front and back surfaces are cleaved
x
parallel and sometimes polished to define a Fabry- Perot cavity. The
sides are roughened , to minimize reflections and the generation of
r	 unwanted high-order modes,
The operating spectral range of TDL's attained by tempmrature
and bias current tuning can be specified, but the operating
frequency range is much more restrictive because of mode hopping
effects. The resonant mode frequencies in a device of cavity length
I
L and index of refraction n are given by tsne Fabry-Perot condition
ores = m/2nL	 am-1	 (1.1)
The cavity is usually many wavelengths long so I'm" is typically a
large integer. When the diode is fine tuned by varying the
injection current, ohanges in the Joule heating of the material
alter the temperature dependent index of refraction and hence the
optical length.	 `the effect of thermal expansion on the diode tuning
is negligible by comparison.	 By subtracting Bquation 11 from
itself for adjacent I 'm", one obtains an expression for the frequency
.	 A separation 4v of adjacent modes,
4
^l
6v = [2nL (1 + v	 dry )) (1,2) 1#
n	 vt
1 t
fkh
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Typical dimensions for lead-salt diode lasers are 400 um length and
200 um in width and height, with typical output mode separations of
-P2 em-1 . Changing the device temperature also tunes the energy
bandgap E  in the material, typically several times more rapidly
than v res for Pb-salt TDL's. This differential motion changes the
preferred laser mode when the diode is current tuned, sometimes
causing a mode "hop", and very often results in large frequency gaps
over which no lasing occurs. In general the gain envelope, as
determined by EB at the operating temperature, has a complicated
shape and is wide enough to support several modes. This results in
multi-mode output (Fig. 3) and necessitates provisions for external
mode selection in many applications. The intent in fabricating a
TDL is usually the generation of a single, powerful longitudinal
mode having TE polarization. Most performance problems are related
to poor optical confinement in the laser cavity which creates higher
order unwanted modes. These modes share the available power between
them, which causes an irregular output power pattern and limits the
tunability. Early ternary devices had high threshold currents,
lased only at the lowest temperatures and operated with parasitic
bounce modes involving all sides of the laser chip.
A substantial improvement in parasitic mode suppression was
realized using a stripe geometry for improved carrier confinement
and mode guiding. In Figure 2b, the n layer formation is restricted
to a narrow stripe on the p-type substrate using an Si0 2 diffusion
mask, and a metallized contact is finally applied. The mode guiding
cavity along the junction direction is bounded by the stripe edge,
t	
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and sidebounce modes are effectively attenuated by losses in the
bulk material. The first use of a stripe geometry was reported by
Ralston et al. (1973), fabricated using Pb
0.88 Sn
0.12Te. Sidebounce
modes were effectively suppressed and the emission speetva of the
stripe consisted of regularly spaced frequency modes corresponding
to a well defined longitudinal cavity.
In addition to bounce-mode suppression, the performance of a
TDL also depends on the degree of confinement of the injected
Qarriers in the direction of the carrier drift, perpendicular to the
junction. This is accomplished by the formation of heterostructures
or hetero,junctions. These confine the carriers and the emitted
light with epitaxially grown regions of wider energy gap. This
decreases the lasing threshold curre nt and reduces the resistive
heating, permitting operation at higher ambient temperatures. This
result is very significant since TDL operation at or above liquid
nitrogen temperature (77K) simplifies the diode cooling apparatus.
Single hetero,junction devices formed by vacuum deposition (Walpole
et al., 1973) and by compositional interdiffusion (CID) and
liquid-phase-epitaxy (LPE) (Linden et al., 1977) exhibited low
threshold currents and high operating temperatures, showing
improvements in internal quantum efficiency. These features
inspired the development of double heterostructure lasers for high
temperature operation. Groves et al. (1974) achieved high power
( s1.2mW) single mode ew performance in a stripe geometry diode laser
operating at 77K. This is shown in Figure 2c. The active region
was formed by LPE growth of n-type PbSnTe through 50 um wide stripe
21	
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openingsings in a MgF2 ma;,k. Diffusion into the PbTe substrate was
prevented by doping the substrate with T1, and the top border of the
s10 != wide active region was defined by the interface with a final
PbTe layer.
The fabrication of heterostructures is hampered by defects that
force in the heter,ojunetions and in the surrounding material. The-se
result from the difference in lattice parameters between adjacent
layers. Fonstad et al. (1980) have successfully dealt with this
mismatch problem using multi-layer ternary compounds having nearly
identical lattice parameters. The threshold c,irf,ent (at 80K) of
these devices is a factor of s20 smaller than that for the
Pb.SnTe/PbTe structure, and pulsed operation has been achieved to
s166K.
As discussed earlier, there is a tendency for a "mode-hop" 'to
occur since the peak optical gain in the cavity tunes more rapidly
with temperature than do the Fabry-Perot modes. This occurs even
fora well defined cavity where bounce modes are suppressed and only
the fundamental transverse mode exi3ts. By replacing the
Fabry-Perot end mirrors with a distributed feedback (DFB) cavity it
is possible to greatly suppress this mode-hopping tendency (Walpole
et al., 1976, 1977; Hsieh and Fonstad, 1979). This arrangement
(Figure 2d) employs a tweak periodic variation in the refractive
index of the active region along the direction of wave propagation,
with one end of the cavity beveled to suppress the generation of
Fabry-Perot modes. In a DEB device the longitudinal modes are
determined by the periodicity along the cavity and th? single
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allowed mode will be the one closest; to Doth the Bragg frequency and
the center of the optioal gain envelope. Hsieh and Fonstad (1979)
a
achieved single mode emission continuously Munaole over s20 cm-1
near 12.8 microns. ThIm level of performance was attained without
incorporating some of the previously discussed innovations (e,g,,
lattice matched layers), so future efforts in Dr'g development should
yield extremely wide continuous tunability.
For heterodyne and other high signal to noise applications of
TDL's, the level of excess noise present in the output is an
important consideration. Several broad classes of diode excess
noise related to multi-mode emission exist. These extend in
frequency from several Hz to over 1 GHz and have be^-^n studied by
various authors (Ku and Spears, 19773 Jennings and H1,11man, 1977;
Eng et al., 19793 Harward and Hoell,, 1979). The noise sources
include broadband noise, noise generated by mechanical vibrations
associated with closed cycle cooler operation, uncontrolled feedback
from optics external to she laser cavity, and the effects of mode
competition within the diode. The various classes of high frequency
TAL noise as documented by Harward and Sidney (1980) are shown in
Figure 4. Most restrictive in heterodyne applications are the
spiking resonance symptom (b) which seems to be associated with the
heterodyne beating of spurious frequency modes, and broadband excess
noise (e) covering the entire IF spectrum, Because of these
effects, only a small fraction of the nominal diode tuning range is
suitable for heterodyne work.
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1.4 Preyiogs _ sunspot. Measurements _ and Models
Most previous i%;entifications of molecular absorption
 
features
in the sunspot spectrum have led to statements concerning the
temperatures and pressures in sunspots. At the very least, attempts
to observe molecules in spots imply some assumption about the
ambient temperature. The converse is also largely true. Modelers
of the temperature and pressure distribution in sunspots employ data
on the size of molecular features along with continuum in'Nensity
measurements at several wavelengths. These data provide boundary
conditions which, together with the rules for model stellar
atmosphere construction, allow the compu tation of the vertical
temperature and pressure structure. A review of sunspot models,
then, must also include a description of sunspot observations.
Wohl (1971) made one of the first synaptic studies of umbral
features. The observations were made in 3 large =brae during June
and July of 1969 and covered the region from 400 to d00nm. The
instrument used was a photoelectric , spectograph with a frequency
resolving power of x300,000. Previous published molecular
concentration studies were used by Wohl as a ledger in searening for
spectral lines. Because of photospheric scattered light and the
effects of line blending, many of the lines could not be confirmed.
Following a search for some 1 6,000 features, the following species
were found to be present based on agreemant with their expected
positions and strengths: C2 , CH, CN, CaH, MgH, TiO, CoH, HF, NH,
and NiH. Tentative detections of the following species were also
reported: A1H, BO, BeH, ALF, BF, BH, BaO, CuH, FeO, LaO, N,gO, ND,
x
:a
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ScO, VO and ZrO. Because of a laox of gooa molecular constants, it
was not possible to accurately predict the frequencies and
intensities of selected lines. This limited the number of
identified molecules. It was also not possible to observe many
weaker features since the instrument signal-to-noise ratio limited
the detectable equivalent width to > 1 X 10-4 
=0
Two of the early one-dimensional sunspot models, employing both
infrared continuum measurement's and observations of medium and
strong atomic lines in tha visible spectrum, were published by
Henoux (1968, 1969). Observations of umbral continuum intensities
in a large spot (r >10 arc sec) were made at seven wavelengths
between 046 and 2.2 microns using a 9 meter spectrograph and 50 cm
telescope. Defining r	 as the 0.5 micron continuum optical
depth, Henoux's (1968) model for c 0.5 > 0.3 was computed from these
measurements by inverting the radiative transfer equation.
Additional atomic line observations measured between 470 and 640nm
at a dispersion of 0.02 nm /mm were reported by Henoux in 1969.
These enabled him to extend the model to roughly r 0.5 s10 -4 . The
temperature structure for T0.5<0.3 was adjusted to fit wings of
observed Na D lines which change very rapidly with temperature.
After obtaining a plausible temperature profile, the measured
equivalent widths for unb ended lines of Fell, CrII, Till, Fe I, CrI
and Til were used to check for at;reement with the model by varying
the microturbulence parameter. A microturbulent velocity of 1.5
km/sec yielded good agreement with observations. All of the line
intensity measurements could then be corrected for stray light by
nr1G{M IL Pnf ^ W,
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computing expected visible continuum intensities, baeec on the more
reliable infrared values.
Only a few detections of sunspot molecules have seen made at
infrared wavelengths. (Hall and coworkers at Kitt Peak), The 4
micron SiO sunspot spectrum was examined by Hall in 1969 but the	 4
results remained unpublished (Hall, 1981). Hall and Noyes (1969)
did report measurements of sevet^al umbral HE and comparison CO lines
in both umbra and photosphere near 2.4 microns.. These observations
were made at the McMath solar telescope using a vacuum spectrograph
with a resolution of 150,000. Although the intent was to estimate
the solar fluorine abundance, obtaining this quantity from the
observed absorption spectrum requires a fairly accurate temperature
model, since hydrogen fluoride dissociates rapidly at sunspot
temperatures. Effective temperatures for each spot were obtained by
measuring the ratio t  of spot to adjacent photosphere intensity and
comparing with absolute photospheric continuum estimates and model
limb darkening relations. The temperatures deduced for two large
spots using this approach was 4000 t 200K and for the small spot,
4400 t 250K. The authors generated sunspot models consistent with
the observed effective temperatures using the SAO stellar
atmospheres and line synthesis program. The observed CO lines have
widely different lower level energies so they were used as selection
criteria for the choice of the best temperature model. After
adopting a suitable model, the fluorine abundance was varied to
obtain agreement with the measured equivalent widths. Hall and
Noyes deduced a fluorine abundance (AF) of IC; i 0,-F  4.56 l 0. 33 on a
L
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scale where log10`H
	
12.
Stellmacher and Wiehr (1970) tested several previously
published models, including Henoux (1969) using photographic andr;
photoelectric measurements of 4 magnetically non-split lines, which
4
were mostly free of blends. 	 The authors then constructed a new
model for the upper layers.	 Lines of Fe X406.5402 nm, 543.4527 nm,
Fe+ X722.4464 nm and Ti X571.3895 run were measured and continuum
intensity measurements were made in line-free windows at X461.5 nm,
6 542.7 nm, 615.7 nm, 703.5 nm and 778.7hm for comparison purposes.
Parasitic light corrections for these measurements were estimated
i using the ratio of observed lines of Fe X$14.925 nm, which is
i
weakened in spots, to V X615.015, which becomes stronger.
Stellmacher and Wiehr computed wavelength and center to limb
variationo of the continuum as well as profiles of 3 of the measured
non-split lines using published sunspot models and assuming LTE.
Best agreement with both the continuum and line measurements
occurred for the Henoux model, which was adopted for log i Q.5 > 0.
The authors also cited the previous range of sunspot microturbulent
velocity determinations (1.1 - 2.9 km/sec, Bray and Loughhead
(1964); 1.8 km/sec photosphere, 1.2 xm/sec umbra, BrucKner (1965)),
and quote a measured value of < 1.0 km/see by fitting the model to
the Fe X406.54 line. A value of 00.5 Ian/sec, which is considerably
smaller than most previous solar microturbulent velocity
determinations, was deduced from comparison with the Ti and Fe
X543.45 nm features.
An attempt was made by Webber (1971) to construct a one
4A"
a
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dimensional sunspot model using a large body of visible absorption
Features obtained from 4th and 5th order spectrograms taken at Mt.
Wilson. Since the effects of scattered light varied greatly during
the measurements the emphasis was on a rotational analysis of the
Lines within such spectrogram, Equivalent widths of several hundred
observed lines of Ti O, MgH and CaH were measured as part of Webber's
rotational analysis. The CaH analysis was complicated by the
presence of excessive line blending and terrestrial atmospheric
absorption. Different rotational temperatures were deduced for each
species, allowing an assessment of the vertical temperature
structure when Zwaans (1968) sunspot model was used to approximate
the depth of line formation Ior each molecule, The final
temperature profile was obtained by applying a small perturbation to
the sunspot model of Henoux (1968). Some disagreement seems to
exist between Webber's proposed model and the effective temperatures
obtained from the very data used to construct the model. Also, the
use of two separate previously published models in the analysis
(Zwaan, 1968; Henoux, 1905 8) suggests a possible lack of self-
consistency in the results.
Kneer (1972) published a sunspot model based on both
photoelectric measurements of the visible sunspot continuum at two
wavelengths, and high resolution photographic spectra of 3 non-split
FeI lines (X512.37, 543.45 and 557.61nm) in 3 large umbr-al regions.
These observations were corrected for stray light by extrapolating
aureole intensities measured photoelectrically. After adjusting a
hydrostatic equilibrium model to force the computed lines and
I
continuum intensities to agree with the observations, the author
produced a model in satisfactory agreement with the results of
Srellmaoher and Wiehr (1970). Since the wings of the observed Fez
lines are only weakly pressure dependent, the model pressures were
uncertain by a factor of -2, so small departures from hydrostatici
equilibrium could not be ruled out. This study suggested a
microturbulent velocity of < 1 lay/sea, in rough agreement with
Stellmacher and Wiehr (1970), and an estimate of o1 km/sec for
umbral maoroturbulonce.
Some of the supporting measurements used by the previously
cued authors were summarized by Zwaan (1974) in an attempt to (i)
explain discrepancies between publi; Ad models and (ii) construct a
sewi-empirical continuum model atmosphere which reproduces measured
continuum intensities between 0.48 and 2.3 microns. This study
emphasized IR continuum measurements between 1.5 and 4 microns.
Supporting observations were taken from Henoux (1968), Hall (1970),
Coupiac and Koutchmy (1972), and Maltby And Staveland (1971). The
overlapping measurements of Henoux (1963) and Hall (1970) were
basically in agreement, lending support to the model in the deepest
layers, near the 1.7 micron H" opacity minimum. Additional visible
and near IR photometric measurements were used to determine the run
of temperature in the shallower layers. The model was fit to the
M
	
visible data using a wavelength dependent opacity enhancement
factor, since line blanketing is a dominant source of error at
r"
	 visible wavelengths.
Figure 5 shows Zwaanh observational summary and the variation
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of surface brightness with a, calenulated using several proviounly
cited models. Figure 5b shows the models tnemselves and the
discrepancies, which are minimized near log 
T0.5 
z -0.3 to 0.0,
Zwaan 1 3 result is consistent witn radiative equilibrium for T0.5 <
1.7 and departs to smaller lapse rates for 
T0.5 
> 2. This model is
considered reliable between 0.5 < T0.5 < 2 but has some limitations.
The run of temperature is given out to 
T0.5 
u .01, but the data
give no check on the model for T0.5 < 0.5. The author also you is
out the existence of a temperature inversion somewhere at small
optical depths because of lateral radiative influx from the
photosphere and heating from the chromosphere above the sunspot
	
fluxtube, Pha mOdBl Df (^►w ItY f 6e	 M	 ^. r.r _L___—^ __ ^S. n£3.,. . 1 .+L%^ w.d S cllm achei attu 0 e'-r
(1970), on the other hand, have some experimental justification at
smaller optical depths, since they are based on fairly strong
atomic line observations. The elevated temperatures in these models
probably show the effects of heating from adjacent regions.
Zwaan's (1974) model temperatures were also criticised as being
too high for T > 1.5, since the Harvard Smithsonian Reference
Atmosphere (Gingerich et al,, 1971) used to convert the measured
umbral intensities to brightness temperatures, was also considered
to be too high (Vernazza et al., 1974). in response to this, Zwaan
revised the deeper layer temperature structure, lowering the lapse
rate to just above the adiabatic value (Zwaan, 1975). It should be
pointed out that this change does not alter the validity of the xR
observations used by Zwaan; only the conversion of the observations
to umbral temperatures are affected
^^	 _^
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Hall and Noyes (1972) observed a number of rotation - vibration
lines of H39,01 in the sunspot spectrum as part of an effort to map
the 2400 - 3000 em- 1 region. The measurements were made at the Kitt
Peak McMath solar telescope using an IR spectrometer with a
resolving power v/pv > 105 and a signal to noise ratio > 100. The
frequency uncertainty for the measurements was s .005 cm-1 . The
authors detected 10, v_1-0 transitions and 4, v=2 -1 transitions for
H35C1. Equivalent width measurements were made for all except 4 of
the v_1-0 transitions, which were blended with adjacent lines. The
results yielded a solar chlorine abundance log 10 N(C1) = 5.5 l 0.4
for b-ith isotopes, on a scale where log 10 N(H)=12.
Gaur and coworkers published a number of separate studies
investigating the presence of selected molecules in the sunspot.
environment,. By performing dissociation equilibrium calculations
using Zwaans (1965) sunspot model and using published estimates for
elemental abundances and dissociation coefficients, Gaur et al.
(1973) produced a search list containing the expected concentrations
of a number of molecules in sunspots. The average formation depth
for molecules included in these equilibrium calculations was also
determined. The molecules considered include those already observed
plus many not yet observed at the time of publication (1973). Table
1 is a reproduction of the search list published by Gaur et al. The
list does not include CoH and NiH discovered by Wohl (1971), since
^-ur did not have dissociation constants for these molecules.
Gaur (1976) also computed the equivalent widths for selected
=1, R branch transitions of NO near 5.3 microns in sunspots. The
A
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TABLE l
Survey of Molecule* Expected in Sunnpotei
i
a
(Gaur et 81.1 1973)
SI.
No,
h1ol^cuN a 106 
l b
Km 3t$1
I	 1 vo 1464 03 3277 K
I
	 ; T10 9 1$47 43,8 3216
3 C.O 1319 476 3:94
4 V0 16-11 a6	 1 3720
3 PU 16,33 $63 $338
6 A10 12-11 612 2339
7 1110• `1.18 62.7 3763
i CO I 16,ro 69 6 3391
9 SO 1676 7110 J403
10 no 1317 749 3424
11 1113 1694 11.3 7461
12 ZCo• 14'" 1114 3463
13 01 I	 1693 fill 3467
14 M80• 1630 171 341$
13 $3 1316 141 3410
16 NCI 1161 147 7467
17	 !!! 011 • :0.311 36,1 34w
11 it, i	 2211	 862 3493
19 CAN* 1333	 173 7300
^4 	 1 !`:011 I1	 I41	 1	 1"r3 3504.
21 S10 1918	 9013 i 331722 A1N'	 1637	 a	 9i 3 322
23 T101	 1311	 94,3	 1 7331
34 PN	 13.72	 9$,1 3347
23 5N	 14,63	 974 336f1
26 N1	 `0,20 1011 3311
17 11F•	 1714 1041 3603
21 N111
	 13 07	 i	 103 ,0 7604
29 K	 17^1b^	 1116 2 3613
39 Pit	 1631	 1	 1077 3622
31 Ni61io 1794	 113'6 3672
32	 1 CO O 1111
^
116.0 3673
33 Ns 13-09 1176 3643
34 NN1 1613 1221	 1 3713
33 NCO	 1	 1690 14-7 3773
36	 + S111• 1606 13919 1433
31	 ' NIP 1447 1441	 t 3840
31	 a NCN 1630 1462 3891
9 CNI 16.31 132,3 3937
40 C5 1637 1$3,0 2974
41	 ( CN • 1	 17 90 134-3 $013
42 1 CN" 1811 2034 $910
47 C1• 16.13 206 6 3982
a The autarinknd apaciaa era those discovered prior to jgT4.
b The abundance I is the total number per cm 	 above optical depth
To. $ w 2.73. Z in the average format ion depth,
i
1
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computations were done for J s J
m 
= 27 using the sunspo t models of
ax
Stellmacher and Wiehr (1970) and Henoux (1969). The dependence of
the computed equivalent widths ( W) on solar disk posi t ion was also
,t
examined by calculating W at solar zenith angles (u) of 1, 0.7, 0.5
and 0 . 3. For each model, W was found to increase with p but
i
systematically larger W e s were computed using Henoux§ model. The
computed values ranged from 10 C W < 30 X 10-4 run.
A similar study (Gaur et al-0976 ) was performed for ,i0 by
calculating equivalent widths in the 8 micron sunspot spectrum for
v=1-0 and v=2-1 P and R branch transitions near 
J max =43. These
calculations were done with Zwaans (1974) sunspot model using
published values for the Si0 dissociation energy and equilibrium
constanto The T0.5 formation depth fo., all of the computed lines
was about 0.063 and the equivalent widths ranged from 40 -95 X 10-4nm
as 
D  
was varied from 8.1 to 9 . 33 eV. The computed widths were also
not very sensitive to the lower level vibrational quantum number.
The line formation depth and temperature sensitivity for
dissociation, however, show the usefulness of S10 measurements as a
means of determining the temperature structure at higher layers.
This study by Gaur et al. formed the incentive for the Si0
observations discussed in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II
THEORY OF INFRARED HETERODYNE DETECTION
2.1 The Basio Heterodyne Detection process
The theory of infrared heterodyne detection is well understood
and has been reviewed by a number of authors (Blaney, 1975; Cohen,
1975; Abbas et al., 1975; Betz, 1977) • The intent here is to
provide a brief but, concise review of these fundamentals as they
apply to an operating heterodyne system.
Figure 5 stows the basic IR heterodyne process in schematic
form employing an infrared local oscillator and a monochromatic IR
signal source. Coherent detection occurs at a high speed
photodeteetorlm t xer where the out put current varies as the square of
the total olectrio field incident on the detector. IfDLO (x,y,t)
and S (x,y,t) are the complex local oscillator and signal electric
field contributions at a detector of active area A D , the
intermediate frequency (II) current i D(t) from the detector will be
iD (t) s C
	
	 E" (xrytt) ` E(x,y,t) dxdy	 (2.1)
AD
where
E(x:Y, t) = E LO (x,y) exp(-iwLOt) + EB (x,y) exp(-iwSt)
and C is a constant. The surface integral in Equation 2.1 reveals
11
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the importance of proper alignment in'an operating system so that
	
'	 phase fronts from the local oscillator and signal beams are properly
t`
	
	
matched across the detecto. , surface. Also, the dot product shows
that only a portion of the randomly polarized signal combines with
	
i	. the laser local oscillator to produce coherent detection. For a
randomly polarized signal source, this means a factor of two
t
reduction in the available signal power (Section 2.3). After
separating the time dependence in Equation 2.1 and taking the real
art of the resultp	 r one obtains
i D(t) ;CAD 
Ll 
EGOI 2 + 
I 
ESI 2
+ 2C cos(w L0
 - WS )tJELO I I ES )	 ( C	 e5) dxdy	 (2.2)
AD
In Equation 2.2 1
 
CLO hand eS are the unit vectors for EGO and ES.
The constant C can be eliminated by examining the DC term in
Equation 2.2, which represents the detector's incoherent response to
the total power incident on the active area. For a deceotor with
constant quantum efficiency n, the optical power to IF-current
conversion constant is ne/hv, a being the electronic charge. This
I ,
I: l
ne FS
E31 r
	
by AD C
.x
so that in terms of the LO and
written
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1/2
(2.3b)
source powers, Equation 2.2 can be
iD(t)
	
ne	 PLO + Ps + 2(P LOPS ) 1/2 S(t.)	 (2.4)
by [
with
SW = 1
	
cos (w LO
-w
S)t (ELO • OS ) dxdy
AD
	
i 
AD
The first two terms in Equation 2.4 represent the photocurrent iDC
arising from the total IR power on the detector, coherent or
other*wise. For a randomly polarized signal source, the integral of
eLO .
 
C S
 equals 1/^ and the intermediate frequency signal term
iIF(t) in the expression for the detector current i D (t) becomes
iIF (t)	 172ne	 (PLOPS) 1/2 cos ( WLO wS)t	 (2.5)
by
with a mean square value of
C  
'IF
2 > = * (ne/hv) 2 PLOPS	(2.6)
after the integration over time.
44
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2.2	 Characteristics of the Source
In reality, the source relation for nearly all natural IR
sources (e.g. the terrestrial atmosphere, planets, nebulae) will
also be incoherent in n V ure and distributed over a broad band of
wavelengths. The usual problem entails observations of absorption
or emission features against a blackbody continuum at a temperature
T, in which case the background flux can be regarded as constant
over the IF bandwidth and equal to the Planck function B,(T) at that
temperature. Even when observations of non-thermal sources are
involved, the frequency width of the emitting feature is usually
greater than a typical IF resolution element B IF , so it is use'c`ul to
define a brightness temperature T B for any source. The intermediate
signal frequency 
wLO_WS 
in Equation 2.5 is then the center frequency
of the IF bandwidth element of width B IF , and the signal power P S is
the power per unit bandwidth integrated over B IF . For small BIF,
the single sdeband power P S (watts) becomes
P	 2hv	 exp r byS	 kT
	
^2	
l BIF A n (2.7)
The terms A and n in Equation 2.7 refer to the aperture area and
field of view of the collecting optics, and are required in addition
to bandwidth BIF to convert B^(T) in W m-2 Hz-1 seer to received
I
y^
y
.i
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power. For a coherent receiver, the field of view (n) of the
collecting optics is just the diffraction limited field of view for
a collecting aperture of area A, The antenna theorem (Siegman,
1966) imposes an additional constraint relating A, A and the
wavelength 7, given by,
An0a 2
	
(2. 8)
The product An is celled the etendue, and is a constant of the
entire system when all components are properly aligned and matched.
This quantity, applied to the active photodeteotor area A D , sets the
precision. required in the alignment to ,guarantee that the signal and
local oscillator beaw5 are properly phase matched acrozaa the
detector. Equating X2 with An, Equation 2.7 becomes
-1
P n 2hv	 ex p by	 -1	 B
S	 IF
	
kT 	 (2.9)
so that the mean square IF current is
_1
<i IF > a 22	 (ne)2 PLO e
^ k
xp by	
HIF
by	t N-]	 (2.10)
2.3	 F'actnra Influencing the Signal-to-No ge Ratio
Since noise sources must be taken into account before the
instrument performance can be estimated, of great interest in a
{
1	 a
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heterodyne system is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), The dominant
noise source arises from statistical fluctuations in the arrival of
photons, primarily from the local oscillator, and is called shot
noise or sometimes quantuum noise (Oliver, 1965). The mean square
shot noise current is determined by the detector DC photocurrent
U DC ) and IF bandwidth and is given by
% vm
2
2 = 2e i	 B	 2ne	 (P	 + P ) B	 (2,11)
	
<i
SH >	 AC IF	 by	 LO	 S	 IF
Normally PLO >> PS , so the shot noise current is local oscillator
dominated and is simply called LO shot noise.
If sufficient local oscillator power is available so that the
LO shot noise dominates all other noise sources, the signal-to-noise
ratio will be maximized and the expression for the predetection
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) takes a particularly simple form
2	 -1
	
SNR	 =	 IF > - n	 exp 
hV	
-1
<iSH2>	 kT	 (2.12)
This case is referred to as shot noise limited operation and shows
that the signal-to-noise ratio becrAes independent of local
oscillator power at sufficiently large P LO . The dependence of
signal-to-noise on IF bandwidth and integration time 'appears when
the IF output is square-law detected and time integrated. For an
integration time of T seconds and an IF bandwidth $IF' in Hz, the
signal to noise ratio improves as (BT)1/2 so that the post-detection
t
•o
value is given by
42
SNR n [exp	 by
kT I,- (STFT,)1/2 (2.13)
for shot noise limited single sideband operation.
In cases where the available LO power is limited, it is
necessary to consider noise sources of thermal origin which occur as
a result of the physical temperatures of both the mixer and the
preamplifier. For a matched system with characteristic impedance
RA , the mean square noise current <12A> contributed from these items
is related to the sum of their equivalent noise temperatures by
<I 2 >	 +pA	 d	 4k	 (T + T ) B
A	 RA	 RA	 A	 M	 1F	 (2.14)
Most mixers currently used for IR heterodyne work are mercury
cadmium telluride (HgCdTe) and operate at liquid nitrogen
temperatures (vr77K) in order to reduce their contribution to the
total noise current "A•
i
	
	
when the amplifier and miner noise contributions are taken into
account, the post detection signal-to-noise ratio has the more
i
general form,
<I 2> ( HIF t)1/2
SNR =	 (2.15)
r	
<i 2 > + <i 2>f{	 SH	 A
i
,rFS' t
E 
d
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Using the above expressions for <i IF2 > t
 <igH2> and <iA2 >,
multiplying by 2 for double sideband operation, and waking the
approximation PLO 0 PLO + PB , the signal-to-noise ratio becomes
s
2	 -1( by )	
PLO
[ex 
P hkT	 1 ( BTF'x 
) 1 /2
SNR	 (2.16)
2	 2k(TA + TM)(ne /hv) PLO +
RA
which reduces to the shot noise limited case (Equation 2.13) when
PLO > (hv/ne2 )(2_k_/RA)(_T
A
 + TM). In reality , the cent
anti-reflection coated HgCdTe detectors have quantum efficier,zies of
about 0.$ at low frequencies, decreasing to 0.2 - 0.3 above 1 Me
The dynamic impedance RA for these devices is usually greater than
100 n. The amplifier noise temperature T A is determined largely by
the first amplifier stage after the mixer. Wide-band low noise uhf
amplifiers have measured noise figures typically less than 2,0 db
throughout the 0.1 - 2.5 cHz IF range oQnsidered here. This
corresponds to a noise temperature T A of < 170K. Using these
representative values, Equation 2.16 shows 	 that laser local
oscillator powers of 100 -200uW are required for near shot-noise
limited operation at 8 microns. Lead-salt tunable diode lasers
exhibit comparable single mode powers, and under optimum conditions
can provide operation near the shot ,noise limit.
In practice, the performance of an operating heterodyne system
Gk
is also degraded by losses in optical components, imperfect matching
of the signal and local oscillator beams and as a result of the
synchronous detection process used in separating the signal from the
noisy background. The losses associated with tunable diode lasers
are the most severe because of their diverse noise properties and
their marginal power output.
Equation 2.13 may be modified to include all sources of system
performance degradation (including n) by inserting the term delta
(A) in the denominator, viz.,
SNR _ _	 (B IF , .  1 /2
a [exp 4hv/kT)-1 ]
	
(2.17)
The term a is an of i,cienoy parameter introduced by Abbas et al.
(1976) which represents the degradation in SNR from all sources of	 i
system noise and loss of-heterodyne signal. By definition, A =1 for
ideal shot-noise limited, single sideband operation with no
polarization or chopping loss, and increases as losses are
introduced. In practice, a factor of 4 in degradation always exists
since only one polarization component of the source radiation, that
aligned with the LO field, is used while heterodyning and the
signal is chopped with a 50-50 duty cycle. A total a as small as 0
7 has been achieved by the GSFC CO2
 laser heterodyne system now
operating at the Kitt Peak McMatrh solar telescope (Kostiuk, 1981).
For diode laser systems, however, the A is usually higher, as
discussed in Chapter IV.
.r
s..
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terms of noise equivalent power (NEP), This is defined as the
source power per unit frequency which produces unity signal-to-noise
at the output, For a system operating at frequency v, the noise
equivalent power is
,.7
NEP a 1	 W Hz-1	 (2.1)
(B IFt) 1/2
The factor 10-7
 in Equation 2.18 converts cgs units to watts.
ii
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CHAPTER III
y
k
i
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPECTROMETER
3.1 Reeuiremeahg for a High Sensitivity. 8 ­ 12-Micron
L Hetercdvne Spectrometer
In order to produce state-of-the-art performance from a tunable
diode laser heterodyne instrument, the overall design must
s
incorporate features to reduce or eliminate the problems discussed
in Chapter I. These problems are mostly related to, but not limited
to, the multitude of noise characteristics associated with TDL's and
the problems of environment and frequency control for these devices.
To minimize these difficulties and produce a flexible field system
for general astrophysical use, the instrument, should have the
following features;
(i) A o ,^,rogcnicr_lly cooled, vibrationally isolated
environment for the TDL local oscillator, capable of continuous
long-term cooling. This minimizes device degradation resulting from
repr "-ed thermal cyclings to room temperature, which tends to occur
with He dewar systems.
(ii) High precision temperature control (S 0.3 mK) of the TDL
for periods of one hour or more, as required for extended
integration times on weak sources.
(iii) Provisions in the optical layout for matching the local
oscillator beam to a wide range of signal beam focal lengths. This
feature is essential if the instrument is to be moved to more than
one field location.
.r
i
i
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(iv) Inclusion of a mode selector grating to eliminate all but
one of the Fabry-Perot modes emitted simultaneously by the TDL.
(v) Incorporation of diffraction limited reflecting optics
wherever possible for improved instrument throughput and to avoid
the need for frequent realignment as the operating wavelength is
changed. This problem is encountered with refractive optical
elements.
(vi) A dual-beam synchronous detection scheme capable of using
any combination of remote source, remote reference (sky), local
source and local reference in the signal and reference beams.
Synchronoum detection is essential for the extremely low heterodyne
signal levrbls, and the choice of signal and reference must be
flexible to accomodate a wide variety of observational approaches,.
(vii) Multiplex and time integration capability to extend the
weak signal detection limit.
3.2 Eit]yironment and , egueacv Con,ttrol, fgr the Diode
Laggc Local OaciijatoC
The local oscillator presently installed in the instrument and
used for nearly all of the observational work was a compositionally
inter•,diffused (CID), PbSe tunable diode laser (TDL #8300-14),
manufactured by Spectra Physics, Inc., Laser Analytics Div.
Referring to Figure 1, the composition of this diode lies at the
right on the vertical axis defined by the binary material Pbse. The
output from this laser is generally multi-mode with a total power
that varies between 3004W and 1 mW, depending on operating
l
^f
s'abd ^a
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frequency.	 The power in a single mode, as required for heterodyne
work, is generally less than 300µw, however.
	
The diode operates
from about 1170 am -1 at a diode current of 0.20 A and mount
temperature of 12 K,
	
to nearly 1260 cm -1
 at 2.0 A and 60 K.i
Proper mounting of the device poses some special challenges.
Since the TDL frequency can be tuned by adjusting the current and
temperature, these must be precisely controlled to achieve the
required frequency stability.
	
The devices are also acoustically
sensitive and their output is easily amplitude modulated by
vibrations of any kind.
To overcome these problems, the TDL was mounted on a
vibrationally and thermally isolated platform enclosed in an
14 evacuated shromd as shown in Figure 7.	 This platform is located at
the second stage of a two-stage helium closed-cycle cooler capable
of operation at _^. 10K.
	
A similar mounting scheme is discussed by
Jennings and Hillman (1977) and has been used 3uecessfully to
i;
stabilize a diode for direct absorption spectroscopic studies. 	 The
laser and its copper mounting fixture are maintained at cryogenic
temperatures Ly coupling the assembly through a flexible braid to
the second stage of the cooler.	 This braid, together with a metal
sr
bellows on the vacuum shroud, isolates the diode mount assembly from
?1
mechanical shock associated with cooler operation. 	 The entire
assembly is enclosed in a 50 K radiation shield attached to the
refrigerator first stage for increased immunity to roan temperature IF
fluctuations and to eliminate room temperature loading of the
cooling capacity. A high-precision temperature controller is used to
i
3t. ,-3^,
}f
^4	
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preset the diode mount temperature anywhere between the cooling
limit of N 9 K, and the maximum recommended diode temperature of
about 70 K. A temperature feedback loop, consisting of a sensor and
heater at the diode mount, is used to stabilize the temperature to
within ± 0.3 mK over a 1 hour period, and has been demonstated to be
repeatable from day to day. For diode 08300.14, this corresponds to
a frequency stability over 1 hour of
,
 about 20 MHz below 1200 am-1
and about 50 MHz between 1200 and 1240 cm" 1 . Better stability is
achieved over shorter time periods.
At constant temperature, the diode output frequency can be
fine-tuned by varying the injection ourrent, or the frequency may be
preset to some fixed value for multi-channel integration using an RF
spectral line receiver. The AbSnTe device now in use exhibits a
current tuning rage of about 1.0 am - 1 /A near 1180 am-1 , increasing
to ,,3.0 cm /A at 1230 am^1 . These rates are slow enough so that
fluctuations in the frequency due to current supply instabilities
are negligible.
Photographs of the refrigerator vacuum shroud, vibration
isolation assembly and the diode mounting arrangement are shown in
Figure 8. The top panel (a) shows the vibration isolating bellows
which externally isolates the cooler second stage from the diode
mount. Panel (b) shows the diode .laser package mounted to the
copper heat sink. The scale at the left in (b) is in inch units.
3.3 Beam Matching and Imaging
The basic requirement for the spectrometer is to combine the
local oscillator and signal beams using an infrared beamsplitter or
.	 I
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either the off-axis or axial directions for either mirror will
52
some other technique, and to image both together at the active area
of a high speed photo-mixer which generates the heterodyne signal.
To accomplish this the system uses all reflecting optics, with the
=	 exception of the 50 percent transmitting Zn,e beam combiner and the
refrigerator and detector BaF 2 windows. The use of off-axis
parabolic mirrors (OAP's) as a substitute for lenses minimizes
transmission loss and dispersion effects and improves the quality of
focal images throughout the system In Figure 9 1 the local
oscillator path originates with the diode laser output at A, expands
at f/3 to f/6, is converted to a parallel beam by the OAP at B, and
propagates from g to the 2R beamsplitter at F. The signal beam
follows a similar route, beginning at the instrument focus (I) and
combining with the local oscillator beam at F. The two beams
propagate coaxially to the OAP at point G and are imaged together on
the active area of a high speed mercury-oadrtium-telluride detector
at H. This portion of the beam combining process alone poses many
p lblems, each requiring careful co'Asideration. Off -axis parabolas
are difficult to align and produce diffraction limited images only
in a very small region near the geometric focus. For example, the
present configuration uses a 2.5 cm beam diameter. The local
oscillator emitting aperture has dimensions of order 50 microns and
the detector aperture is 50-100 microns in diameter. The optimum
focal lengths in this case are roughly 15 cm and 10 em for the TDL
and detector mirrors, respectively. Alignment tolerances for these
focal lengths are very small and adjustment err ,rs of order 1 mm in
q]
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seriously degrade performance, The situation is less critical for
the long focal length signal beau mirror at J. This is chosen to
match the f number of the incoming signal beam which varies between
f130 and f1120 at the Coude focus of large reflecting telescopes.
The signal and reference beams must also be parallel and
	
coaxial after they are combined at the beamsplitter to avoid serious 	 a
loss of signal. Cohen (1975) has performed calculations of
C
heterodyne signal at 10 microns as a function of phase front
misalignment between the local oscillator and reference beams. This
P
study shows that the heterodyne efficiency for matched Airy beams
will be reduced by 80% for as little as 4o phasefront misalignment
between beams. With an f/4 collecting system, this condition is
reached when one beam is oft'-axis by no more than several
millimeters.
Under normal conditions the diode will ,simultaneously emit
several Fabry-Perot modes, separated in frequency by s 2 em-1 . In
order to establish the zero-signal level and perform meaningful
spectroscopic measurements, only one of the.le principal modes can be
allowed to propagate to the detector. To reject the undesired
modes, an IR grating has been installed in the LO beam at C. The
r
grating must allow only one frequency mode to be imaged on the 1
active area of the detector. In first order, the reciprocal
dispersion d v/d 0 for a grating with element spacing d and operating
angle S is
,r
dV/dR = v2  eos s
	 (3.1)
s
is
is
3i
}	
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for v in em-1 . Using ON n /2 1 vti 1200 cm-1 and a mode separation
of N2 cm" typical of the TUL used, this leads to mode spacinS
of
A0 N	 2 X 10" 6 / d
	
(3.2)	
u
produced by the grating. In order to resolve adjacent frequency
modes, the angular mode spacing AS dust equal or exceed the angular
width of the grating principle maxima pe. For a grating illuminated
by a beam of width D, this is given by
Qe	 r2
	
1 * a	 (3.3)L_vDQS^J
The added term a in Equation 3.3 is the angular width of the diode
emitting region, and is non-negligible for the dimensions considered
here	 For D=2.5 cm, f=15 cat and assuming a 50 micron emitting
aperture,
	
Ae n, 1.3 x 10-3 rad	 (3.4)
Since A$ in Equation 3.2 must equal or exceed Ae the grating element
density ( 1 16 ) must be
56
(1 / 6) > 650 eca" 1 	 a5 mm" 1
	
(3,5)
.The requirement guarantees that the modes are resolved but says
nothing about their separation. In order to have only one mode on
the detector, the linear mode separation in the focal plane of the
detector must be larger than the detector diameter. For a detector
mirror at G with focal length 10 cm, the linear mode spacing AX for
a 65 line /mm grating is
AX : f od `v 150 um
	
(3.6)
This distance is marginal since it is comparable to the size of the
detector aperture. A commercially available 150 line/mm grating was
used which provided a mode spacing of about 350 microns in the
detector focal plane, isolating single frequency modes on the
detector. The TDL is mounted so that the polarization of the
field vector is horizontal (in the plane of Figure 9) and orthogonal
to the grating rulings. In this configuration the grating
efficiency in first order exceeds 85% at wavelengths between 8 and
12 microns, and is suitable regardless of the diode used.
Since the instantaneous heterodyne signal is extremely small
and masked by the local oscillator noise, a synchronous detection
57
process is required which compares the heterodyne signal plus noise
with the noise in the absence of signal. In Figure 9 1 this is
accomplished using a rotating blade chopper in combination with a
stationary flat mirror (0) which provides signal and reference beams
from the source in alternate half-cycles of the chopping cycle.
Maximum flexibility for a wide variety of measurements is
achieved by means of dual kinematic mirrors at N. These allow a
calibrated blackbody source L to be placed in either the signal or
the reference beam for sensitivity measurements and inststunent
calibration. The blackbody source is also used for l aboratovy
studies of subject gases by placing a gas cell in the blackbody
beam. When observing remote sources, any remaining telescope or
synchronous detection offsets pan be removed by changing the signal
and reference beam oaths using a translatable diehroic mirror at P.
The transmitted visible beam from this mirror also provides a
conjugate image for telescope guiding.
When heterodyning against the Sun or reference blackbody, the
synchronously detected source shot noise is appreciable and can be
comparable in size to the heterodyne signal. This source of noise
is suppressed by use of an infrared prefilter (Q) to attenuate the
visible and near-infrared wavelengths. Source shot noise is created
since the photocurrent generated in the detector by the source is
	
.
due to the detector's DC response over all wavelengths. The
response of HgCdTe detectors can be quite high, even at near
infrared wavelengths where the power per ufiit frequency is very
large. An order of magnitude estimate of this effect can be made by
58
comparing the mean square heterodyne signal current from Equation
2.10 to the shot noise current from Equation 2 ► 11, with PLO omitted.
Apart frost terms of order unity the relative size of source and
signal terms is N Pis1PLO' For a source temperature N 5000 K, a
system etend ue of ti 6,4 X 10-7 and assuming a detector quantum
efficiency of N 0.3 for k > 2.0 µca, the incoherent source power is
ti30 µW, comparable in size to single mode output poweri of the diode
laser, typically 100-200 µW. Although a large fraction of the
bolometric solar flux is attenuated by the atmosphere, the
heterodyne signal fora practical system is typically much smaller
than that given in Equation 2.10 so that the ratio is still a valid
indicator of the size of this effect. The IR prefilter installed at
Q passes wavelengths between ti 2 and 12 microns. Since the power in
I
this wavelength interval is ti1% of the total bolometric flux, the IR
filter removes essentially all of the synchronously detected source
shot noise. Of course, the bolometric flux varies as T 4 so an IR
prefilter is not required for observations of sources with
brightness temperatures significantly less than 1000 K.
Mention should also be made of the adjustable aperture stop (D)
:f
located in the local oscillator signal beam. Off-axis beam
components have been identified as being related to both narrow band
and broadband noise features observed at IF frequencies while
heterodyning. The aperture stop is effective in suppressing these,
as discussed in Chapter V.
In order to perform remote measurements, the optical system has
been matched to the 48-inch telescope at the NASA/Goddard optical
`7
Ar;
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facility near Greenbelt, Md. The incoming beam from the telescope
is approximately f/30 and results in a diffraction limited spot size
(full width at half maximum) of about 300 microns at the coude focus
(I) when tha operating wavelength is near 8 microns. The telescope
beam is collimated using a 30 inch focal length for the signal beam
parabolic mirror (,1) and is combined with the laser local oscillator
beam as previously described.
3.4 Methods of IF Signal Processing
Two t% thods for processing the IF output of the H;gCdTa detector
(H) are now being employed. The first method, called sweep
integration, uses a single channel, which is swept in frequency by
current tutting the TDL. Variations of this approach have been used
in previous attet^Dta to ne+rform diode 1 a_ser heterodyne - pa t^rosc.M....___	 •tea v,/vMMY—	 r j
of gas cells and remote sources (Frerking and Muehlner, 1977; Ku and
Spears )
 1977; Harward and Hoell, 1980). In Figure 10, the total IF
signal from the IR detector is amplified 50 dB using a low-noise,
wideband (0-1.5 GHz) amplifier. A portion of this output is again
amplified and band limited using a lOg MHz low pass filter. The
filter output is square-law detected and the DC signal is delivered
to a loch.-in amplifier and signal averager. Using a high precision
TDL current supply, the diode laser can be slowly tuned to scan the
full, region of a single TDL mode where diode excess noise is
minimal. The signal averager is triggered simultaneously with the
beginnIng of each new sweep and permits stacking of both source and
reference blackbody scans. As a general guideline, in order to
avoid undue smearing of the line shape, the diode frequency scan
Yt
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rate dv/dt has been governed by the IF filter width B and the time
constant T of the lock-in amplifier according to
dv/dt < 0,2 B/T	 (3.7)
For B c 100 MHz, T 400 msec and a typical single mode tuning range
of 0.3 cm- 1, this corresponds to individual scan times equal to or
greater than 3 minutes. Since it is sometimes possible to tune over
a fraction of a wavenumber, this method' of acquiring data is
advantageou,a for observations of highly broadened features, e.g.
wings of tropospheric lines in solar absorption, or velocity
broadened features in astrophysical objects.
The second approach employs a 64-channel RF spectral line
receiver (Buhl and Mumma, 1980) to provide multiplexing and extended
time integration capability. This is much more useful for
measurements of doppler broadened features and 'for sources with low
brightness temperatures. A block diagram of this system is shown in
Figure 11.
In this mode of operation, the TUL local oscillator is pre-set
to some fixed frequency in near coincidence with the spectral
feature of interest, and the IF output of the detector-preamplifier
is delivered to a variable attenuator at the beginning of the RF
chain. The 'IF output is split into 64 contiguous frequency
channels, each 25 MHz wide, covering 100-1700 MHZ. After the signal
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is divided and passed through an individual filter, it is detected
and amplified. At this point the receiver noise has been reduced to
a DC value plus a noise spectrum of several kHz to allow the chopped
signal to propagate through. Gain pots on the front of the filter
bank allow the channels to be equalized. The signal is then
integrated in an op-amp circuit for half of a 16 cosec chopping
cycle. At the end of the half-cycle, the individual channels are
digitized by an A/D converter for each bank and added to the signal
buffer memory. The integrators are reset (1.2 usec) and the
integration started for the reference half of the chopping cycle.
This time the data are stored in the reference half of the memory.
When the run is finished the quantity (signal - reference) /
(reference - zero) for each channel is automatically stored on a
computer disk. The zero is determined by a short integration with
the RF turned off, yielding individual channel offsets, defined to
be "zero". These data can then be manipulated and hard-copied by an
on-line minicomputer system. Use of a spectral line receiver
improves the sensitivity of the spectrometer since the entire IF
spectrum is recorded simultaneously rather than sequentially, and
long integration times are thus possible. In addition, a 25 MHz
filter element corresponds to a resolving power v/Av of about 1.5 X
106 at 8 microns. This is about a factor of 8 larger than that used
in the sweep integration mode and very clearly sub-doppler for
temperatures found in planetary atmospheres.
This is necessary to insure that the maximum amount of local
r. a — F+fa
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CHAPTER IV
INSTRUMENT DIAGNOSTICS AND TEST RESULTS
4.1 Critical Am t; of SZy.§ t em Per ^.lsange.
Since lead salt diode laser development is still largely in the
experimental phase, these devices possess a number of undesirable
operating characteristics. When used as local oscillators, :nos.
problems are related to inadequate power output, limited tunaoility
and a high degree of IF excess noise. Each TDL has its own
"Personality" and must be thoroughly diagnosed to ascertain how it
will affect the instrument performance. The following sections
describe the procedures necessary to optimally match the diode
output to the instrument optics, to suppress the IF noise, to
determine the diode operating frequencies and to evaluate the
overall instrument sensitivity.
4.2 Far-fieldnom, Ne5C-field T,DL Q'Utput ,Sans
Optimum matching of the signal and local oscillator fields on
the detector is essential since only the scalar product 
+'S . ILO
on the detector active area is effective in produein7 heterodyne
signal. Since the TDL output power pattern is often unpredictable
and irregular, far-field and near-field scans of the output, shown
in Figure 12, constitute the first phase of the LO alignment.
Far-.field scans were made as a means of centering the diode
power distribution on the off-axis parabolic mirror (B) in Figure 9.
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Figure 12. Far-field (a) and near-field (b) scans of the output
power pattern from TDL #8300-14, operating near
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oscillator power is delivered to the detector and that the LO beam
1 ,
	
	 is roughly co-axial with the signal beam, as required for optimum
phasing of the signal and LO fields in the detector focal plane.
The far-field beam scans were performed using a 1 mm pyroelectric
detector mounted to a 2-axis horizontal/vertical micrometer drive,
with the vertical .axis motor driven. In Figure 12a the detector was
positioned about 3 cm from the diode at (A) (less than 2 cm from the
output window) yielding an angular resolution of about 2°. To
improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the laser was chopped and the
detector output and sync signal were fed to a lock-in amplifier.
The result could then be displayed on a chart recorder. The
horizontal scan appears roughly gaussian, suggesting a single
emitting mode, but the multiple lobe distribution in the vertical
scan is characteristic of high order mode operation. The near field
pattern was examined by scanning the diode image in two orthogonal
directions in the HgCdTe detector focal plane (H), with the grating
(C) positioned for central order reflection. The image resolution
is degraded since it is defined by the detector size of 0100 microns
plus the 040 micron blur circle diameter of the detector off-axis
parabolic mirror (G).
Both scans are in qualitative agreement regarding the diode
output geometry. The horizontal scan shows a gaussian profile for
both patterns, at least to within the resolution. In the vertical
direction, however, there is evidence of two emitting sources spaced
50-100 microns apart, which are just barely resolved. These give
rise to the fringes observed in the vertical far-field intensity
K.
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distribution. The near-field image in Figure 12b was obtained using
a 10.2 cm focal length mirror, equal tC that at the detector end,
resulting in a 1:1 reconstruction of the diode image. For longer
focal length LO mirrors, which seem to yield improved performance
in the heterodyne mode, some demagnification of the diode image
occurs and these peaks are completely unresolved. In these cases
the diode image is positioned by adjusting for a peak in the LO
induced detector photocurrent.
The phase relationship between these adjacent peaxs and the
effects of aperture stopping on heterodyne signal and noise levels
are not well understood, since these effects vary widely with
operating conditions and with the device under test. For the TOL
diagnosed mere, the criteria for aperture stopping depend on the
mode of heterodyne operation considered the single-channel sweep
average mode or use of the 64-channel spectral line receiver. It
appears that off-axis contributions to the LO power are often the
source of narrow band noise features observable in the IF, similar
to the spiking resonance symptom in Figure 4b. Aperture stopping
provides some discrimination against this out also reduces the
overall heterodyne signal level. Some IF noise of this type can be
tolerated using the spectral line receiver since the noise spikes
generally occupy only one or a few channels and the isolated bad
channels can be . artifically removed from the final data. The single
channel scheme is much more sensitive. to tnis source, since no IF
discrimination is possible. Attempts made to use RF bandpass
filters for IF selection have been unsuccessful since the frequencies
I
y
a
C^(^'. Ca
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of these spikes change as the diode is tuned. When this type of
noise is present, aperture stopping to a diameter of v ,3 cm generally
gives best results for the spectral line receiver, but a much
smaller diameter (o1 cm) is generally required for a single IF
1
channel. This often defeats the sweep integration mode, since only
a small fraction of the LO power is imaged on the detector.
4.3 pleasurement of Broadland ,TF Excess Noise
Another dominant source of TDL excess noise is broadband and
generally covers the entire 0-2 GHz IF spectral range, This is
generated along with the other characteristic noise types at many
diode current settings. Figure 13 shows the effect of the mirror
(B) focal length on broadband noise, examined for two different
regions of diode operation; one near 1180 am-1 at a mount
temperature of s 19 K and the other near 1250 cm7k a', a temperature
of s 42 K. These regions represent the practical extremes of
operation for this TDL. Curves II and V show quiet diode operation,
the level being largely due to local oscillator shot noise. Since
the vertical scale is expressed in dB, the separation i-ii, and also
iv-v, indicates the ratio of noise power with excess noise relative
to noise power with the diode blocked. This effect rolls off at
high intermediate frequencies for all of the mirrors tried, but is
minimized for the longer facail lengths. The LO shot noise
}
fE -	 contribution (ii-iii, and v-vi) is a measure of LO power on the
j '	 detector and hence heterodyne signal, assuming proper matching.
1€
^j
This also decreases at large focal lengths, simply because mirror
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(B) no longer captures an appreciable portion of the LO power. In
practice the best all around performance in the heterodyne mode
seems to occur using the 6" focal length mirror. In this case, the
nominal instrument beam diameter collects at about C/A, and captures
the entire central lobe in the vertical soan of Figure 12a,
producing the best matching between LO and signal, beams.
4.4 aystgM S2ngi tivi. 4^ y F Sgggtcal Ling
Reogiver
Figure 14 shows a blackbody heterodyne measurement using the
64-channel spectral line receiver for an LO power of about 300uW,
and a high quantum efficiency HSCdTe photodiode as mrtxer. A number
of different photomixers were used during the instrument development
and observational phases. This detector was on e. part of a 12
element array. Figure 14 shows the overall IF response of mixer,
preamplifier and cables, typical of LO performance near 1180 em-1
where TDL power is generally high and excess noise minimal. The
decreased response at large intermthdiate frequencies results from
the roll-off of the preamplifer (3 dB B.W. s 1500 19Hz) and from the
HgCdTe detector. The standing waves are caused by an impedance
mismatch between the IE detector and low noise preamplifier. It was
possible to suppress these by reducing the number of RF fittings
•	 and the length of cable between the detector and amplifier.
The vertical scale gives the ratio of heterodyne signal to
!j	 reference which are obtained from the chopped signal and reference
beams.	 These values can be compared with the expression for SYti
^a
f	 from Equation 2.13 (multiplying by 2 for double sideband operation) 	 i
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to give the system 4 for these operating conditions. Values for 4
are shown in the right hand column. The zmallest 4, indicating
highest efficiency, is about 43 near '100 MHz in the IF, By analogy
with the terminology used at millimeter and longer wavelengths, this
number might be considered to correspond to a system noise
temperature of 4` 50,000 K. it should be noted, however, that the
convention for expressing system efficiency in terms of noise
temperature is not followed for coherent detection near 10 microns.
For the highest continuum temperatures of interest using this
technique (i.e. the solar photosphere at yr 5000 K) b y/kT is	 0.35,
so the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation no longer applies.
4,5 Survey of the TDL E'ai
	
I *
The frequency coverage of the spectrometer is limited to
regions near the diode laser Fabry - Perot modes, and the continuous
tunability is determined by the mode tuning range, In order to
determine where the powerful modes exist and how widely they tune, •a
survey was performed for diode #8300-14, showing the locations of
all available modes between 1180 and 1240 cm -1 (Figure 15). This
study is a prerequisite to precise frequency calibration using
standard calibration lines of reference gases.
The survey was made by first fixing the diode current at 0.75 A
A
it
H	 and then scanning the mode distribution in frequency with a
;E	 monochromator (S). This was performed at a number of mount
temperatures over the range of 15K to 45K. While mapping the mode
;a
distribution, the mode selector grating (C) was placed in central
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order and acted only as a reflecting element. The LO beam was
mechanically chopped using a tuning fork chopper and the sync signal
was delivered to a look-in amplifier along with that from a
pyroelectrie detector '.00ated at the monochromator exit slit. This
is also the arrangement used for making individual frequency
determinations between measurements during normal operation.
Absolute frequency calibration of the monoehromator to ± 0.1 cm-1
was achieved by performing a third order polynomial fit to a serie",
of HeNe orders, near the first order grating position at 8 microns.
A few of the sample temperature settings are indicated in
Figure 15 at the frequencies 1wh*Va they produce principal modes.
a	 The mode locations coincide with the position of the gain envelope
p
	
	
while their number and size give an indication of the envelope
shape. The Fabr y -Perot frequency separation for this device is
roughly 2 em^ 1 , with a typtoal mode tuning range of 0.2-0.5 om-1.
Examples of continuous tunability can be seen near 1181, 1201, 1207,
1213 and 1231 40 1 where the mode tunes smoothly over the interval
between two different temperature settings. The diode thus lases
over 15-30$ of its nominal tuning range. 	 As previously discussed,
however, not even this fraction is usually suitable for heterodyne
work, since some of it is dominated by large amounts of IF excess
noise.
In addition to indicating the mode locations, the survey shows
the regions in which diode output power is generally high, and also
the locations where single-mode operation occurs. Although the
existence of two or more simultaneous Fabry-Perot modes does not
is
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imply excess noise, the largest single mode power, and 1honce largest
i
heterodyne signals are obtained during single mode operation,
?-
	
	 Vo clear evidence exists for appreciab;Lo output power
degradation of diode #8300-14 after s2 years of intermittent use, at
least in terms of output power, ,Measurements of long term chan3es
In performance are difficult, however, since several different
I	
H%CdTe detectors have been used during the . velopment phase, with a
i
	
	
wide range of DC and heterodyne responsivities. Even with the sane
detector, some degradation with time occurs, probably at a faster
rate than for the TDL.
4.6 Pcecise. F.regWeagy Ca br t. t jon SL§ing Reference r-ases
,Although the monochromator is suitable for absolute frequency
calibration to within t 0.1 cm-1 , the IF channel width in the
spectral line receiver is s 0.001 cm -1 , which corresponds roughly to
the frequency stability of the LO over resonable integration periods
( ,P1/2 hour). In order to preset the LO for heterodyne measurements
.
of selected lines, it is thus essential to determine the LO
frequency, at least to within a few milli-wavenumbers. Several
laboratory gases have been used for this purpose by recording the
positions of absorption lines that have been identified and
characterized in published line position studies. The advantages
and disadvantages of each standard gas are listed below. In any
case, the in,tial 0.1 cm-1 uncertainty is smai,l enough to
unambiguously identify reference gas features
tORIGINAL 171.1
 E IS
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N20 -	 line positions unown extremely well near 1200
cm-1 (AV < 0.001 em-1 ) but reference lines do
not always exist over the continuous tuning
range of a single mode.
s
so -2	 has an abundance of identified lines, but no
`	
synoptic observational line posi°,.:t,ab ;atudies
for 502 have been made in this c4 1 4: .;,*` the
spectrum. The theoretical line positions can
be in error more than 0.01 cm -1 , although the usual
discrepancy near 1180 em-1 is -1, 003 cm-1,
when calibrated against, N20 reference lines.
H2O2 -	 abundance of lines between 1160-1240 cm^ 1 and
positions generally good to -1 .003 cm- , but the
liquid is difficult to handle and the vapor reac ts
with BaF2 and ZnSe cell windows.
CH  -	 generally useful bass;, like N 20, reference lines are
infrequent. in some regions. Line position
uncertainties are typically < 0.005 cm-1,
A 	
M
In cases where no N 20 Line exists near the frequency of
interest, 5021 H 20 2 , and CH4 have been found to be useful as
transfer frequency standards. When lines of these molecules can be
r	
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E`	
calibrated against N 20, they provide nearly the same frequency
'y	 positional accuracy as N20 itself.
F	 Figure 16 shows an example of a, frequency calibration spectrum
typical of those performed prior to making heterodyne observations.
^
t
.	 Here, N2 , SO
2
 and a 0.0625 em"
1
 germanium (Ge) calibration etalon
were used together to achieve a .002 om-1 uncertainty in LOi
1
	
	
position. The precision was limited largely by the current
	 s
resettability of the TDL output frequency. The calibration spectrum
was made by alternately placing N 20 and SO
2
 gas cells in the LO beam
while mechanically chopping the LO with a tuning fork chopper and
plotting the synchronously detected HgCd ,re DC output on a enart
recorder. The voltages ramp used to sweep the diode current was also
applied to the chart recorder x-axis drive so that the x-position
was repeatable with diode current and hence frequency. For this
measurement the grating was used in first order to select only the
principal mode of interest.
The fregttency error at any diode current setting is determined
by the degree of nonlinearity in the diode tuning rate and the
amount of offset from an N 20 line. The quoted SO2 line positions
are the theoretical values, but the internal consistency for this
example is quite good (S, .003 cm -1 over the entire page) . The
fringes from a Ge etalon like the one used here may also show
appreciable drift due to small changes in room temperature during
	 A
the measurement period. Over the time between adjacent fringe,
maxima (s20 sec), a uniform drift in one direction has be en found to F
introduce a 10 to 15 percent change in the absolute frequency scale
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Figure 16. TDL frequency calibration spectra obta ;tned using
.I	
N20 and SO2 as frequency standards ( frequencies
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set by the fringe spacing.
Also shown on the ealioration spectra are the positions of two
SiO absorption features, the frequencies of which have been
independently determined by gas phase laboratory measurements (Lovas
et al., 1981). The spectra of Figure 16 were used to preset the TDL
current prior to the observations of these SiO lines in the sunspot
spectrum. The near coincidence of these Sio lines with N20 permits
an ineependent frequency determination that is in principle as
accurate as that for N20, i.e. 0.001 cm-1 . In practice, LO
frequency drift degrades the accuracy of the measurements.
4.7 Hgterodyne Detection of Laboratory N 20 eatures
When using the RF spectral line receiver it is necessary to
remove the system IF frequency response shown in Figure 14. This is
done by ratioing the source spectrum to that of a reference
blackbody. Examples of spectra corrected in this way are shown in
k
Figure 17, which shows the heterodyne detection of some laboratory 	
f
N 20 lines against a 1273 K blackbody source. The LO frequency for
this measurement was determined by locating the N 20 feature in
	
	
1't
direct absorption and offsetting the LO a predetermined amount. A
total of eight 48 second integrations were the-,n made with an N20
cell in the reference blackbody beam, followed by an equal
integration time on the blackbody with the cell removed. Since the
frequency response of the system is present in both signal and
^r
reference scans, it can effectively be removed by ratioing the 	 ^ .R
signal to the reference, leaving only the gas cell absorption
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spectrum. The strong and weak features are the 2v 2' R(10) and 3v2-v2
k 
	
	
R(19) lines with rest frequencies of 1177.466 and 1177.550 cm-1,
For N20 heterodyne measurements the LO frequency can be determined
to within the line position uncertainty, which is less than 30 MHz,
or 0.001 cm-1 at 8 microns.
In both (a) and (o), the LO frequency lies oetween the two line
centers placing the observed features in opposite sidebands, which
then appear folded over each other in this double sideband spectrum.
The strong feature resides in the lower frequency sideband and the
weak feature in the upper frequency sideband. In going from (a) to
(b) the LO frequency has been decreased, the line with the lower
rest frequency moving closer to the LO line position and the weaker
line moving in the opposite direction. This figure illustrates the
importance of continuous LO tenability, not only to accommodate
large frequency changes, but also to enable determination of the
sideband in which a given feature resides. The former degree of
freedom is not readily available with gas laser systems.
4.8 Comments-C - r!njnR the Remote Detection Tests
The remote detection capability of the spectrometer has been
tested in both the sweep average and spectral line receiver modes at
the NASAIGSFC 48" reflecting telescope, and also at the NASA 3-meter
IR telesc,?pe at Mauna Kea, Hawaii. A number of observations were
made to "shakedown" eng,tneering problems that occur in the remote
observation mode and verify the field-worthiness of the
spectro,..;eter. These efforts included: measurements of absorption
t
{	 n	 is
C,
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Prow terrestrial N 20, CH 
41 
03 ane H2O; oontinuum weasurements of
Mars and Venus (the first such measuremen ts cf Venus); the first
continuum measurements of the infrared object TRC+10216 using this
technique. These studies are described in more detail in Appendices
B and C.
4.9 Summary of Istrum2nt Perfgrmance anc yr) cificstions
Table 2 lists the specifications for the inL heterodyne
spectrometer, as measured using TDL #8300-14. These specifications
are only representative, and will improve dramatically with the
substitution of better diode lasers and photodetec"ors. Some of the
parameters Z\re fixed by the instrument design, while others are
diode dependent and vary widely, depending on the choice of
operating frequency.
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TABLE 2
!'pecifications of the Diode laser Heterodyne Spectrometer
Instrument:
-1
Nominal Operating Frequency Range - 	 800 - 1250	 cm-
Intermediate Frequency Bandwidth
	
0.0567
	 cm
6
Frequency Resolution ( y /QU) -	 10
Signal Beam f/number Range - 	 20 - 120
TOL Temperature Control Range - 	 9 - 100	 K
I	 TDL In3ection Current Range - 	 0 - 2	 A
Ambient Operating Temperature - 	 < 32	 C
Diode Laser:
(speck;^a-Physics -inc., Laser Analytics
Div,, Diode #8300-14)
-1
Operating Frequency Range - 	 1170 - 1260	 cm-
Tyaical Single Mode Tuning Range - 	 0.2	 0.6	 cm-
Observed Mode Separation -
	 0	 2	 cm
Single Mode Output Power (typical)
	
60 - 300	 /A W
Safe Operating Temperature Range - 	 < 70	 K
Overall:
	
-18	 -1
NEP at 8 Microns: 	 Best	 1.1 X 10	 W Hz
	
-18	 -1
Typical -	 3 X 10	 W Hz
Operating Frequency Uncertainty	 0.001	 0.010	 cm"1
-1
Frequency Drift: 	 < 10 min	 0.002	 cm
-1
1 hr -	 0.005	 cm
f
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CHAPTER V
HETERODYNO OBSERVATIONS OF SiO IN SUNSPOTS
5.1 Descriot r^C LbR -U-serviniz. Program
Table 3 lists the dates and relevant data on the series of
observations of SiO absorption features in sunspot umbrae, made in
March, 1981, Measurements were made of 5 1 v-1-0 fundamental and
v=2-1 hot, band absorption transitions near 1200 cm -1 (8.3 microns)
using the diode laser heterodyne spectrometer described in Chapters
III and IV. The spectrometer was located at the coude focus of the
48 inch reflecting telescope at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD. The 810 lines were observed at subdoppler resolution
using the 64-channel spectral line reo giver,
The observational conditions were widely variable during
March, and large differences in air mass, haze and extent, of cloud
cover prevailed during the observations. This variability
complicates any comparison of observed lines 'based on their relative
absorption. Individual umbrae ranged in size from about 5 to 18
arsec, with values of u between 0.75 and 1.00. As is customary, p
cos a with a the angular distarice from solar disk center. With the
exception of the large spot visible near the center of the disk on
March 25 and 26, all of the observed sunspot umbrae were 10 aresec or
less. The combination of poor observing conditions and =all spot
size made the observations susceptible to photospheric scattered
light and it was necessary to correct for this effect, as described
at
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in Section 6.2.
5.2 potalis of the 9tut-v tiona
5.4.1 Choigg ar Qtga ryed SfQ
As shown in Figure 18, the observed lines are allowed electric
dipole transitions at frequencies near 1200 am" 1 with a change of -i,'
in the vibrational quantum number v and a change of t1 in the
rotational quantum number J, Absorption transitions for which J
changes by +1 are called R-branch transitions and those for which J
decreases by 1 are called P-branch transitions. A transition is
typically identified using the notation v t v'' 9 (J") ► where the
double primes refer to the lower state and primes refer to the upper
state,
The Si0 transition frequencies used in setting the local
oscillator frequency were those reported by Lovas et al. (1981).
These authors have performed gas phase measurements of 28Si 160 at
the National Bureau of Standards using a tunable diode laser ind
have combined these results with microwave measurements to yield a
set of emperical Dunham ro-vibrational constants. Their results
provide transition frequencies accurate to within t .002 cm-1 for
the 5 S10 lines of interest. The Dunham coefficients obtained by
Lovas et al. and the expression used to obtain the SiO level
energies from the coefficients are shown at the right in Figure 18.
The choice of sunspot•. Si0 lines was determined by accidental
coincidences with the frequencies of the diode laser modeao and also
by avoiding the regions of heavy water vapor absorption, Figure 19
87
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i Figure lP. Si0 energy level diagram and Dunham coefficients
for determining level and transition energies.
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anows hi3h resolution ground based FTS measurement 's by Goldman and
Blat•,herwick (1980) of ter p,)3trial atmospheric absorption near the
frequencies of the sunsp(tt SiO lines. These measui 9ements were made
at low solar .zenith angle (about 5 airmasses) to enhance weak
terrestrial atmospheric features, particularly those of trace
constituents. The positions of each of the 5 S10 lines are
indicated on Figure 19 to show their proximity to major terrestrial
absorption features. For some frequencies, tropospheric H 2O is
clearly the dominant observer and observations near the wings of H2O
features are very :sensitive to the amount of tropospheric water
vapor. The 1-0 P(20) line in Figure 19c, for example, was sensitive
to atmospheric haze and one of the P(20) measurements was terminated
early because of a gradual decline in solar continuum signal during
the measurement. For the remaining lines, atmospheric absorption is
not as severe as'Figure 19 would suggest, since the heterodyne
observations were made at small airmass (0.6).
A
5.2.2 Observational-1 Method
The synchronous detection scheme and observational sequence
for the Si0 measurements was chosen to: remove the t'.erresi;rial
t
	
absorption spectrum to reveal only solar features; have separate
i
rj
	
access to both sunspot and photospheric absorption spectra for
purposes of identifying terrestrial features and; obtain absolute
sunspot flux estimates. Separate measurements of the umbra and of
the surrounding photosphere were made by placing a blackened metal
if
screen in the reference beam to provide a roam temperature reference
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and by chopping source against, screen. 'rho sequence for each Si,q
observation consisted of the following:
(i) N consecutive pairs of measurements of sunspot against
screen followed by photosphere against. screen. This interlacing of
umbratl and phohospheric soans minimizoes hhe effects of time
variations of atmospheric hrnnsmihtanoe and changes in LO
performance on the composihe ratio spectra.
(ii) M consecutive measurements of blackbody against card
followed in some case q by an N20 cell inserhed in thy► blackbody
beam.
(iii) Post —measurement check of L0 Frequency drift by
checking the repeatability of diode current setting3 at the
locations of reference N 20 or SO2 lines in direct, absorption. In
:	 the case of the P(14) measurement► the reference N 20 line is close
enough to examine in the heterodyne mode and step (iii) is not.
necessary.
Frequency calibration prior 0 each measurement was
accomplished in two stages, %)sing the method discussed in Section
4,6. A monoohromator was used to preset, the LO 'requency to within
00.1 cm-1 and either N 20 or SO2 was used as a ','requency standard to
reduce the uncertainty to several milli-waven±.anbers or less. Prior
to each measurement., the Si0 rest frequencies were correoted for
solar rotation at the time of observation and position on the solar
disk, The TDL local oscillator was then adjusted to locate the
feature at, the desired intermediat',e frequency, The 1-0 P(26) and
2»1 POO Si0 Transitions were close enough to reference N 20 line
R
i
,
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positions to enable heterodyne measurements of both features at the
same LO setting, Since the N 20 line positions for J" < 60 are known
to within ±0.001 cm»1 in this frequency range, independent
measurements of these Sit? rest frequencies could bi made to within
10.003 cm- 1 , the additional uncertainty resulting from mall amounts
of local oscillator frequency drift during the measurement,
Figure 20 shows a sample data set, for the detection of the 2-1
P(14) line (i ,n 770 sec), This example is instructive since the SiO
feature was strong enough to be clearly seen in the un»ratioed
spectrum (b) and wince an N 20 absorption feature at v = 1195.695
am- 1 resides it, the opposite sideband. Terrestrial 0 20 can be seen
in the solar spectra (a) and (b), as confirmed in (a) where an N20
gas cell has been placed in front of a local blackbody source.
Al h- A""
 ^.^ th It I.s a +,GM- ew f^ flln h.atn here -rations- (1,ns in (a) and thath- A""
	
uao a[ vt ca j^v t+a v^+v p..v va p	 .+p.	 —
for the sunspot, in (b) represent independent, measurements, both show
highly correlated noise features. These result, since both
measurements are rat+ioed by the same blackbody average, taken about
1/2 hour later. Over this period of time, small variations in the
diode laser intermediate frequency noise spectrum occur; enough to
introduce large amounts of anomalous noise in the ratio spectrum.
The sequence of collecting data was ohnsen to enhance the
detachability of sunspot SiO features at the expense of
signal-to-noise in the terrestrial absorption spectrum. Because of
the tight interlacing of sunspot and photosphere scans, and since
the relative umbral intensity is independent, of blackbody, this
noise virtually disappears in the ratio spectrum (d) which shows the
4ORIGINAL PX,4*2" Is
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vLo=1196.654 cm- 1 INTERMEDIATE REQUENCY (MHz)
Figure 20. Sample sunspot SiO absorption
measurement using the TDL
heterodyne spectrometer.
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SitO feature
5.3 R thod of FittingObQeCvgd DoUt12S j deband Feahure5
The sunspot Si p
 observations using the TDL heterodyne
spectrometer are shown in Figure 21. The ordinate for each speotr;+w
is the umbral intens i ty ratioed to that, of the surrounding
photosphere which, to first. order, removes the frequency dependence
of terrestrial absorption. Continuum signal-to-noise ratios for
these spectra wise typically 300 to 400 near the zero of IF,
decreasing to less than oSO at high frequencies because of decreased
response from the photomixer and IF amplifiers (Figure 14). For
this reason the absorption features were positioned at IF
frequencies below ,,700 MHz.
From each 5i0 observation it is possible to extract 4
quantities' (i) the continuum intensity and brightness
temperature, (ii) the line equivalent, width, (iii) the line full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) and (iv) the residual intensity at,
line center. The data in Figure 21, however, show the average of
the line profiles in one sideband with the continuum in the other.
Also , in
the line
distorter
unfolded
the line
generate
profiles
cases where the line center is near the zero of IF, part of
shape extends into the opposite sideband, resulting in a
i double sideband spectrum. In order to extract the
line shape from the data, and estimate quantities (i)-(iv),
fitting routine described in Appendix A was used to
synthetic double sideband gaussian lime shapes. These
were plotted over the data, and good visual agreement, was
i94	 or pooR QUALITY,
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96
obtained by adjusting the line center frequency, line depth and
w	 microturbtilence. The doppler width for .he SiO lines is roughly
x:	 constant over a reasonable range of temperatures in the region of
r ,.
line formation (AyA/v a 6.0 X 10 
-6 
at 3500 K anc 6.5 X 10 ^ at
'	 4000K) .
Cr
	 5.4 Hegults oC the Measurements
`	 Table 4 lists the measured frequeno gs, sunspot continua and
t'
line chap) parameters deduced from the observations in Figure 21.
The umbral continuum intensities measured relative to the
4
photosphere are designated
c
 for consistency with the notation in
Chapter VI. The corresponding line center intensities are V (vo),
and the measured equivalent widths are designated W'. Limb
darkening corrections for these measurements are negligible, except,
for the R(4) observation. Even in this case, the correction is
minor and has been treated in Section 6.3. The measured line
halfwidths in Table 4 refer to the full width at half maximum.
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CHAPTER Vz
ANALYSIS
6.1	 Ihe Line
 rS ynthes,in Prsgrnm..(SECTBM)
6.10 Outline of the Pry
In order to use the SiO measurements to teat the model
temperature- pressure profiles, it is necessary to have a means of
computing line and continuum intensities based on the input model,
i
Calculations of S.i.O line and continuum intensities were made by a
modified version of a synthetic spectrum program, called SPCTRM,
0,vacrived by Deming (1975)• Figure 22 shows an outline of the
i SPURN^I J._ computingsequenQe or steps' uauad by C^il N in computi g the sunspot 3urrace
intensities and line equivalent widthj. The program accepts as
input a variety of atomic and molecular data, along with a set of
temperature/ pressure points which define the model atmosphere. From
this it computes the atomic, molecular and electron number
densities, partition functions and o pacities. The radiative
transfer equation is then integrated through the atmosphere to yield
the emergent line and continuum intensities and the line equivalent
widths. The synthetic ;Line shape information can then be compared
with the observations.
6.1,2 Computing the Number Densitjes of each .Snecipa
The prcgram uses subroutines from ATGAS5 (Kurucx, 1970) to
obtain the equilibrium number densities for all species (i.e.
atoms, ions, electrons and molecules) after reading the abundance of
4 ,6,w.
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INPUT
Model atmosphere: Ti , Pg (1), microturbulance, logo
Elemental abundances
Ionization e nergi es and temperature dependence
Dissociation equilibrium constants K(T)
Si0 spectroscopic constants and intensity data
Set up equations 0? the form;
n i + ne	 r^	 n(A) n(B)	 i
IONS;	
^i( T) 	 Mio^Ecu;,ES.i	 n(An)	 r x(T)
Solve iteratively to get n i p n i } , not n(M10L)
At each frequency of interest;
a) compute H"
	
bf(n ►n t  ^T)	 ff(n.$nh, y ^T)
continuous opacity	 y e HI
b) Compute line	 }^ M	 2 „f n 	 ^ CI — exp (- - •)^ H (o,v)
opacity	 }	 y mcpvo	 v J
''	 , +^ dry
c) Compute	 Iy(0,^)	 r By(T) exp ( - rye/•)	 c ^
surface I	 J	 }(^	 ^"'0
Compute equivalent width	
N 
N
	
Fci—.. 	 dy
c
line
Figure 32. Flowchart for the line synthesis program 3PCTF14,
o100
all elements relative to hydrogen. Those elements are taken to be
independent of depth in the atmosphere,
The siliorn abundance for the Si0 calculations was taken to be
the photobpheric abundance as determined by Uwb+art and Warner
(1968). These authors obtained a value of log 10 N(Si)	 7.55 i 0.10
on a scale where log, ON(H),, 12.00, using observationa of selected
Sil lines and intermediate coupling caloulationa for the SJT
spectrum, The results are 00na13teflt with an earlier estimate of
log N(Si) a 7.50 0 derived by Goldberg, Muller and Aller (1960).
To determine the number densities for all species, ATLAS5 seta
up constraint equations involving the number conservation for each
element, plus two additional equations; one for charge conservation
and one for the total density. This results in a 2-dimen3ional
matrix of non-linear equations with a large number of cross terms,
which are iteratively solved until a self-consistent solution for
the neutral atomic densities are obtained, The density of the other
species (i.e., ions, molecules and bleotrons) can then be computed
in straightforward fashion.
At photospherici temperatures and below, H is largely neutral
and the main contributors to the ambient electron density are the
r	 less abundant heavier elements (metals) because of their low,
'
	
	
ionization potentials, The ionization equilibrium for each heavy
element (i) that donates to the electron density is given by a Saha
relation of the form
i
k.
Ix	 h+ ne / n _ Ai (T)	 (6.1)
4	 )	 N
•.w
101
where 
el (T) is known function of T involving the ionization energy
of species i,	 All of the heavy elements thus form a coupled set of
r
equations, whose simultaneous solution yields tha electron density.
Partition functions used in solving the Saha equations for most of
s the atomic species (including H
- ) were tabulated by Drawin and
Felenbok (1965) and Moore (1949).
The molecular zoncentrations are obtained from the atomic
number densities through a set of temperature dependent equilibrium #
oonktants and dissociation energies. 	 For SiO, it is essential to	 f'
'
j
have the lfm ,	 available estimates for the dissociation energy D o and
► the equilibrium constant Kn M.	 The best current estimate for Dn isi
given by Hulser and Herzberg (1979), with a value of 8.24 *- 0.13 eV.
f L1L
	 Lr.	 V	 J	 !	 J	 J	 L	 T	 .^val4^ ecs lv^•
 Gil'C Si0 equ^.lzvr
L
z'uw cvnsta?nz Kn(r) ^ defined by
	^?
n(SiO) = Kn (T) n(Si) n(0)	 (6.2)
were computed from the corresponding pressure equilibrium conatants
Kp(T) over the temperature range 2800K-4000K. These data were
supplied by S. Abramowitz of the National Bureau of Standards
(Abramowitz, 1981), Table 5 lists the SiO line strength and
dissociation data required by ATLAS5.
A set of coupled equations of this form also exist for oxygen
since it is involved in a number of reactions of this type. Those
included in the model dissociation equilibrium are (in order of
decreasingImportance); CO, SiO, H 2O, OH, SO, PO, 02 , MSO, A10, NaO
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and 010. For other molecular species the equilibrium constants were
obtained by interpolation from a; compendium of high temperature gas
thermodynamic properties by McBride at al. (1963).
6.1. ^ ^itv cAie7ul^,^.
Continuous opacity in the umbral atmosphere at the
wavelengths of .interest is due entirely to bound-free and free-free
absorption by the negative hydrogen ion H
- . Vernaxxa at al.. (1976)
i
have examined the source function for the H ~ bound-free transition
in the photosphere at a variety of wavelengths and over a range of
optical depths which extend into the lower chromosphere. They find
that wherever H_ is an important absorber, no significant difference
exists between continuum intensities computed using LTE and non-LTE
analyses. In LTE the H_ bound-free opacity Kvbf is
	
K bf = n(H-)
	
a C1 - exp (-by/kT))
	 (6.3)
A
where
h2 	 3/2
n(ti^') = ..^..^.,.^..._.,
	 n.,Lne.__. exp (87 62/T)
	
2n mkT	 2
14	 and % is the crass-section taken from Cingerich (1964) . The H-
fn	
free-- free absorption coefficient K v ff is
g
F	 7
r	
kt
104
V ff	 nHI	
ne F,(T)	 (6.4)
p
The term FV (T)in Equation 6.4 is an analytic fit to the quantum
mechanical dipole-length calculations of the H- free-free opacity by
Stilly and Callaway (1970).
FV(T) =	 11.37 X 10-25 + (4.375 X 10-10 - 2.60 X 10-7T)/VJ
v
Included in F9 (T) is the correction for stimulated emission, which
is important at the temperatures and frequencies of interest here.
The effect of scattering can be shown to be completely
negligible compared to absorption processes. From Vernazza et al.
(1976), the Thompson scattering absorption coefficient is
ael . 6.65 X 10-25ne	 (6.5)
e absorption coefficient for Rayleigh scattering is
c Ray = R(X) nHI
oss section R(a) has been computed by Gavrila (1967) for
^G
(6.6)
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X < 2.3 microns and is a rapidly decreasing function of wavelength.
S
The H- free-free opacity, on the other hand, is rapidly increasing
`	 with wavelength. As an upper limit to the scattering contribution,
{?
	
	 the ratio ( 081 + d 
Ray 
) /KV ff has been evaluated at Xs2.' microns and
found to be < 10­2 for densiti *s and temperatures typical of the
umbral atmosphere. The ratio at s d microns should be several
orders of magnitude smaller.
The SiO line opacities 
K V 
Z at each layer are obtained from the
transition oscillator strengths fvIJIvI'J„ and the lower level number
densities for MO (nv„ J+,) obtained from the total SiO and the usual
Boltzmann factors. The frequency dependence is given by a
normalized Voigt profile H(a,v) with V=(\)-vo) /nv0 and the pressurs
broadening narmm pter a. Tha .expression far e k is
e2
KIj =	 fv,Jlv„vtyL1 - exp(-by/kTA nv „ J „(SiO) H(a,v)	 (6.7)
mCAVD
The transition oscillator strengths 
fVIJIv"JII in Equation 6.7 were
determined using the experimental band transition probabilities
A,, v„ as listed by Hedelund and Lambert (1972). These values are
5.11 sec-1 and 9.96 sec- 1 for v I -v !' = 1-0 and 2-1 respectively
(Table 5). The transition probabilities are converted to band
oscillator strengths fvrv„ by the standard relation (Mihalas, 1970;
Nedel and and Lambert, 1972 )
fv, v ,y x (mc3/8n 2e 2) ( AV, V II / V2 y1 VII)	 (6,6)
in Equation 6.8, vvtv11 is the average transition frequency (cm-1)
over the band. The band center (Q branch frequency) was used for
y
v , v 
I , in each case. All other symbols have the usual meanings. The
absorption band f values were then converted to absorption
transition f values fv'Jtv11JIt by assigning a lower level
multiplicity according to whether the transition belongs to the R
branch or the P branch. Following Beer, t,ambert and Sneden (1974) ,
fV IVVII J II = fv,vII (Xv,vn /xvtJ,vuJtt)
X [IM) F(v I V"J'J I')/(2J tt + 1))	 (6.9)
The ratio jmj/(2JIt + 1) is called the Honl-London factor for the
It	 It
transition with m
	 J	 + 1 for an R-branch transition and m s -J
t for a P-branch transition, 2J It + 1 being the total lower level
multiplicity.
	 Tba term F(v t v lt J I J It ) is the Herman-Wallis factor,
tt
which lies between 0.98 and 1.09 for J,J
	 S 78.	 A value of F=1 has
been used in this analysis.
At sunspot temperatures (3500-4000K) the Si0 vibrational
population ratio n(v=1)/n(v=0) is s0.6.	 The larger v=2-1 oscillator
strengths compensate for the population s`ifference, however, so the
1-0 and 2-1 line intensity ratios are of order unity for equal J.
;
r"	 ? The assumption of vibrational equilibrium for Si0 was also checked
and 'found to be valid for the sunspot environment.
	 Computations
}
z:
it
Y 91
w
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performed by Nuth and Donn (1981) for collisions of SiO with atomic
hydrogen show that for tiill temperatures 4 3000 K the kinetic and
vibrational temperatures ar* very nearly equal for H presses^es >
10 -6 atmospheres. For comparison, SiO formation in sunspots occurs 	 n
at layers where pressures exceed 10 -3 atmospheres.
It is also of interest to examine the terms that make up the
total level multiplicities for the vcs1-G and v=2-1 bands of SiO
since these directly determine the lower level populations and hence
the observed intensities. For a heteronuolear diatomic molecule,
where interchange symmetry does not apply, the nuclear spin
contribution g  to the total statistical weight of a level. is
(21a+1) (21b+1), I  and I  being the nuclear spin quantum numbers,
The nuclear spin part gn=1 for SiO since V 160) 	 I( 28ST) s 0
(Steinfeld, 1971). Also, SiO has a simple Y electronic ground
state configuration. This means that both the electronic orbital
and spin angular momentum quantum numbers A and E for the electronic
ground state are zero. As a result' the electronic contribution
gE=1, and the total Level multiplicity, including rotation,
if
g C 9H9N9g = gR M 2J + 1 for Sip , as expected,
6.1.4 Computing the Surface Intensities and Equivalent Widths
In differential form the radiative transfer equation at a point
in the atmosphere is
u dry /dz = J p - Ivk9 p	 (6.10)
ra`
r	 with;	 dz a length element in the Vertical direction
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e cos n, where 8 zenith angle on the sun
JV the mass emission coefficient in erg gm- 1 sec'1Nz-1
star-1
P the density in gm
Iv the intensity in erg cm-2 sec-1 Hz"
1
 ster-1
Y
kV the total absorption coefficient, including continuus
opaoity K V0 , Line opacity K V Z and scattering oV»
kV : K 9 a + 
KV& + a 
Since scattering is negligible, only the absorption opacities
contribute to k v . Refining an element of optical depth dt V
 = -kV p
d z, and the source function S  = jV/kV , equation 6.10 can be
rewritten
µ dIV / dz^ =
	 S  + Iv
	 (6.11)
The optical depth scale is a direot'measure of the absorption along
a path which in turn depends on the local densities and temperature.
for this reason, it Lz a more useful indicator than geometric depth
in the atmosphere. The source function S. is in general very
complicated since it involves the coupled radiatia, field and the
bound and continuum states for all particles in the stellar gas.
t' b	 Under the assumption of GIE, however, absorption and emission are
related by Kirchoff's formula
^ V	 ( K V C + K V ^' ) HV (T)	
(6.12)
r
i 
i.
^t
l
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so that
Sv (T) = By (T)	 (6.13)
Using these definitions and assumptions, Equation 62 can be	 u
:integrated over optical depth to get the surface intensity;
xv {o,µ)	 B^(T) exp ( »tv ! µ) 0 + OC z /KV 0) dt v o 	 (6.1u)
0
with
0
z
v
tv =	
0 + Kv^, /K VO ) `d-r
0
Finally, the equivalent width Wv for each Sio line profile can be
evaluated by SPCTRM for direct comparison with the observations.
WV
	 [1 - Iv(o,u)/Ic(o,u)] dv 	 (6.15)
Line
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In EquW;ion 6.15, the integral is to
Ic(o o) is defined as the surface continuum intensity in the
vicinity of the line,
4S
6.2 Me thod oC Q orC@ .^nS Measuyed EaLligalent Widths
^r	 Before the observed SiO equivalent widths can be used to
t
	
	 predict the umbral temperatures, they must be corrected for the
effects of scattered light, Because of marginal observing
I
j
	
	
conditions during most of the SiO observations, the effects of
scattered light from the surrounding photosphere were found to be
significant. This was particularly true for the R(4) measurement,
with umbral diameters less than •n 7 arosec, and for the Mara 17
P(25) measurement with noticeable telescope wind shake, The results
suggest an effective heterodyne field of view comparable to or
greater than the smaller umbral diameters, which is almost entirely
the result of observing conditions. By comparison, the 8 micron
diffraction limited field of view (HPBW) for a 48 inch telescope is
v, 2 aresec. Contamination from photospheric light is suggested in
the observational data of Tables 3 and 4, which show a correlation
between spot size and measured umbral intensity.	 The small spot
R(4) observations on Mar,	 31, for example, show intensities Oetween
0.81-0.85.
	
On the other hand, the observations of the 2-1 P(14) and
1-0 P(26) features on Mar, 25 and 26 and the third 1-0 P(20)
i
^j
observation on Mar. 22 were made in larger umbral regions and show
intensities between 0.73-0.76. This suggests contamination byiw{
,t
F photospheric light in tLa smaller features. 	 There is also no
t
A	
pp((EE
itt
v	 u
R
t
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evidence to indicate that even the large umbrae fill the naterodyne
field of view and hence that even these lower intensity ratios are
reliable approximations to the actual umbral continuum intensity.
It is also not clear whether the relation betwetin spot size and
measured intensity is totally due to photosphevao contamination,
since changes in continuum brightness temperature of several hundred
Kelvin between measurements of large and small spots have been
reported at 23 microns, the temperature increasing as the spot size
decreases (Hall and Noyes, 1969). The 2,3 micron continuum,
however, is formed where most models indicate a steep temperature
g, adient, and it does not follow that the save intrinsic temperature
fluctuations will be observed at higher layers where the 8 micron
continuum is formed, and moreover where SiO line formation occurs,
Figure 23 shows temperature as a function of both optical depth
and atmospheric pressure P  for three competing sunspot temperature
models, along with previous sunspot continuum observations used as
boundary conditions for these models. The supporting observations
are previous sunspot continuum measurements in the 1-4 micron range
by Henoux (1968) and hall (1970), and visible sunspot measurements
by Maltby and Staveland (1971) corrected for stray Light effects
using tkss! Mercury transit at the time of observation. These
measurements and models are discussed in Section 1. 14. All of these
earlier relative intensity measurements were converted to brightness
temperature using an empirical photospheric temperature model by
Vernazza et al. (1976) which shows disk center brightness
temperatures of 8090 K to 5290 K at 8.3 microns. Supporting
n
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Figure 23, Comparison of sunspot continuum observations vith several, published
temperature models, The 530 line center and continuum Contribution
functions are also shown,
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observations for tha photosphoric temperatures were high altitude
ground based measurements by Kondraty6v at al. (1965) and Koutohwy
and Payturaug
 (1968).
The contribution function for the 1-0 P(26) line venter has
been included in Figure 23 to indicate the region where the stronger
Sip lines are formed and also to define the upper boundary for which
Si0 observations provide temperature information. The sunspot
models rapidly diverge at layers shallower than log P  a 5.4, since
no calibrated long wavelength continuum data are available, and wide
disagreement exists between them in the region of Si0 line
formation. The Si0 temperature sensitivity through dissociation is
the key factor in removing t  temperature ambiguity in thaxe javera
orf the atmosphere.
In contrast, the 8.3 micron continuum contribution function is
located close to previous reliable continuum measurements. These
indicate what brightness temperatures might be expected at 8 microns
and allow the data to be corrected 'for photospherio scattered light.
8?r?ra3ic agreement occurs between all of the observations and
models for values of log10 P  between 5.3 and 55. The region near
log10 P  s5.4 represents a particularly good :choice for a reference
layer since the observational uncertainty is small and the
temperature models, fitted to these and other observations, are in
good agreement. A temperature of 3890 K will thus be adopted for 	 w
the layer log 1 0 P  = 5.4. The divergence of the models at shallower
layers suggests temperatures between 3550 and 3800 K where the 8.3
micron continuum is formed. The highest conceivable temperature
I
RL
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near the peak of the continuum contribution function is about 3800
K, which would occur for a temperature gradient much smaller than
that predicted by any of the published models, For comparison the
lowest continuum intensity observed wising the TDL heterodyne systemf
W	 0,714 in Table 3) corresponds to a b rightnesas temperature of
o4000 K, so it is evident that photoa3phoria scattered light poses a
{problem,
The scattered light correction procedure may be treated as aa,
"filling- factor" problem where the size of the umbra is insufficent
to fill the heterodyne field of view, The heterodyne field of view
is defined to have unit area on the solar disk and the spot umbra 	 e
ingide the field of view has fractional area A. The umbral filling
factor A has been determined for each observation by comparing the
measured umbral intensity to the expected intensity near the region µ
of 8,3 micron continuum formation in Figure 23, if 9(v), 0 c are the
true umbral Line and continuum intensities relative to the
photosphere, and V(v), ^ ► o ar® thO'measured values contaminated by
photospher'3 light, then the fractional line depth DO)
1- 0(0/0 0) and the ling equivalent width W can be found from the
measured values ( Appendix E) by
f	 D (v) r	 0	 Ds(v)	 (E5)
Q
c A
and	 o
	
W = e a	 W'	 (E8)
C ^3
A;
p;
IF
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with the fractional area A given by
rA- (1-¢ c) / (1-^4c)	 (Eu)
Adopting T m 3550 - 3800 K as a plausible temperature range for the
region of 8.3 micron continuum formation, and including the ti 200 K
uncertainty in the photospheric brightness temperature, this leads
to values of 0.62 0.70 for the umbral intensity ^c.
Table 6 Me ta the value-- of the fillinb factor A and the ]r,irac
depth and equivalent width for each of the measurements corrected to
lower intensities. The range of values in Table 6 correspond to the
range of values of acceptable sunspot continuum intensities.
♦ 	 i
X^'rt
b
I'
a
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6.3 Selection of an Empirical Temperature Model
The adopted empirical umbral temperature model must satisfy
two principal criteria. When used to calculate umbral surface
intensities, it must yield agreement with the previous continuum
intensity measurements. The second requirement is that it must
reproduce, within the errors, the measured line equivalent widths,
for reasonable choices of microturbulent velocity 9m . This establishes
the temperatures where Si0 line formation occurs.
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Figure 24 shows a set o! synthetic line profiles computed by
SPCTAM for different assumed microtubulent velocities, using three
published umbral temperature models as input (kienoux, 1969;
Stellmacher and Wiehr, 1970; Zwaan, 1975). The rapid decrease in
Si0 absorption because of dissociation is apparent in going From the
coolest model (Zwaan, 1975) to the warmest (Henoux, 1969).
Line saturation occurs using Zwaans (1975) model atmosphere since
unity optical depth at line center has moved out to layers where the
temperature gradiut is very small (log P 	 3.5 to 4.0).
To check the val ge of microturbulent velocity which, reproduces
the data, the observed line widths were averaged and compared with
the profiles in Figure 22. From Table 4, the measured FWHM values
in dimensionless units (Av/v) averaged 1.01 X 10 -5 with a standard
deviation of about 10%. This average is probably high, 3i.nce there
was evidence for frequency drift of the local oscillator during
several of the measurements. This could amount to an increase of up
to 0.3 X 10-5 for individual measurbments that make up this average.
The value of 1.01 x 10" 5 then, is considered an upper limit for the
observed FWHM values. A more reasonable estimate would probably be
0.90 X 10-5 , which excludes any of the line shapes of Figure 24
(predicted using Zwaan's model) and also any large values of
mieroturbulent velocity V V Reasonable values of VT appear to be
r
0.5 km/seo or I-M by comparison with the models of Henoux (1969)
and Stellmacher and Wiehr (1970).
Because the spectral line receiver produces a folded line
shape, and because of dilution by photospheri.c light, it was not
6
n
o
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possible to "fit" the line profiles computed by SPCTAM directly to
the measurements. The selection of a temperature model was
accomplished by comparing the measured equivalent widths with those
computed by SPCTHM for each input model atmosphere. This was most
conveniently done by computing a curve of growth (COG) for each
model. The advantages of a model curve of growth for the analysis
of stellar atmospheres is discussed by t%lihalas (1970). For a given
model atmosphere, the line shape and hence equivalent width of the
Line is completely determined once the transition frequency v, lower
level excitation energy X and line strength gf are specified. For
medium and strong features, some estimate of the amount and type of
broadening must also be made. At a glance, the curve of growth
shows the dependence of W on lower state energy, the temperature
sensitivi ty o YJ	 t	 r	 ud-w. it, ..f	 t
h
roug h
 
 she choJ^ ai^ 'vi woaeis, the character of the
observed lines - whether weak or strong, and how the uncertainties
introduced by assumptions regarding broadening and the effects of
scattered light affect confidence in the choice of an appropriate
model.
Figure 25 shows calculated curves of growth for 'the competing
sunspot models. The predicted equivalent widths are independent of
broadening for weak lines (small gf values) but depend on broadening
for stronger features. Observed equivalent widths corrected using
st
the method of Section 6.2 are also shown and agree nicely with the
Stellmaoher and Wiehr (1970) model for small values of
microturbulent velocity. This model appears to be the best choice
^r F
{
	
yieldsfor agreement with the SiO observations. Zwaans model8	 y
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unacceptably large values of W, which might be expected since it is
entirely extrapolated for log10 P  4 5.2, On the other hand,
Henoux's model predicts equivalent widths which are consistently too 	 JJ'
1
wall. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear since the	 .
procedure used by Henoux in his analysis of visible Na D lines
F
(Section 1.4) should be Fairly temperature sensitive.
The temperature uncertainty in the region of SiO line formation
can be inferred from the curves of growth for the Zwaan and Henoux
models and from the corresponding too perature profil,as in Figure 23.
These models, which lie above and below the observations in Figure
25 differ by roughly 0.7 in log (W/v) where observations b -e are
located, From Figure 23, the same models differ in temperature by
400 K throughout the region of ai0 line formation. rho choice of
acceptable curves of growth which agree with th y: data are limited to
a range of < 0.2 in log (W/v), so to first order, the temperature in
this region is determined to < (2/7) 400K =.115K.
Some mention should be made about the R(4) observation since
several aspects of this measurement were different from the others.
The excitation energy for R(4) is considerably smaller than for the
other lines, making this measurement particularly interesting.
However, only a few small sunspots were visible at the date of
observation, and these were located a larger distance from disk
center thati the others (p = 0.75). The position of W for the R(4)
line is somewhat higher on the ordinate of Figure 23 than might be
expected based on the slope d(log W)/d(log gf) of the Stellmacher
and Wiehr (1970) curve of growth. One might expect the R(4) result
122
to be looated below the curve, since any increase in temperature in
the smaller spots should increase the SiO dissociation, decreasing
the equivalent width. One possible source of this discrepancy is
the u dependence, which has been taken into account in Figure 23.
This affects the equivalent width directly and also indirectly since
limb dar Kening alters the measured continuum intensities, affecting
the scattered light correction. These effects were checked by
computing the Stellmacher and Wiehr (1970) and HSRA (1971) models
over the rar^ge from p=0.6 to 1.0. It was found that relative.to
disk center both m0 and log W incre;,1,)ed by ,0.02. These numbers
were used to normalize tho observations to disk center, resulting in
a reduction of 01 14%. This correction is in the right direction, but
the measured range of W for RM remains anomalously high,
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SU ►4lMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
7.1 S aroma v andConglUAions from the 5ldL1 R2 Si0
Analysis
The measurements discussed in Chapters V and VI constitute the
first reported detection of SiO in the solar atmosphere and the
first such measurement using coherent detection. Although there are
observational uncertainties in the measured equivalent widths, the
absence of blending from adjacent lines in the IR and the high
temperature sensitivity of the Si0 abundance through dissociation
permit an unambiguou% temperature determination over an extended
region in the umbral atmosphere, By combining the TDL heterodyne
Si0 and continuum observations with previous IR and visible
continuum measurements, the vertical temperature structure in the
umbral atmosphere has been sounded with an accuracy of j 100 K over
the region log P g = 3.5-5.5. This permits an unambiguous selection
of a temperature model, provided it is well behaved. The published
umbral model of Stellmacner and Wiehr (1970) yields good agreement
with the observed Si0 equivalent widths, so this model has been
adopted as the best choice consistent with the TllL heterodyne
:suits. From the temperature sensitivity of the Si0 abundance, the
ick of large amounts of scatter in equivalent widths observed from
Dots of different sizes suggests a remarkable consistency of
:mperature in the region of Si0 line formation (AT < 80 K).
From a comparison of the measured and computed line widths it
;1
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does not appear necessary to invoke any broadening processes otner
than microturbulence to explain the goaervations. In fact, *.ne
lowest reasonable estimate suggested by Stellmacher and Wiehr (1970)
of VT P 0.5 km/sec yields line widths comparable to the observations
when their model is used as input to the line synthesis routine
SPCTRM. Comparing the TDL heterodyne results with Figure 24
suggests that VT may be even smaller khan 0.5 ice/sec in the region
of SO line formation (log P  = 3.5 to 4.0). The absence of
evidence for pressure broadening of SiO in the umbral atmosphere is
of interest since no laboratory measurements have been spade of SiU
broadening by foreign gases. An upper limit for broadening of SiO
by the stellar gas can be obtained by settin3 V T =0 and adjusting the
damping constant in the model until agreement with the observations
is obtained. This was done for the 2-1 PO O line using the
Stelnacher and Wiehr (1970) model and yielded a value of 1 X 10-4
am- 1 /Torr as an upper limit for the broadenin3 coefficient for Sip
in the umbral atmosphere. 	 '
Regarding future sunspot observations, a number of di- and
tri-atomic molecules expected in fair abundance in sunspots have not
yet been observed and some of these have rotation-vibration bands in
the 5-12 micron region, accessible to the TDL heterodyne technique.
From 'Table 1, those species are; V0, X0, P0, A10, CO2 , S0, 'H2S, H21
NaH, NH3 , NS, HCN and CS. These species were predicted by Gaur et
al.(1973) to be formed at both larger and smaller depths than SiO so
that similar observations and analyses of these species should yield
t'
t	 '.
F	 ,	 ;
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;a thorough charac terization of the umbral upper atmosphere.
4
7.2 Addi tiQnal JDL Hsi t2c2dX02 t
SIonerfntgree
The sensitivity of the diode laser heterodyne technique ana its
practicality as a multi-disciplinary observational tool continue to
improve. These advances are largely the result of recent
improvements in diode laser fabrication and an increased
understanding by the user of the noiee properties of these devices.
With each improvement in heterodyne sensitivity, now observational
problems can be considered which lend themselves to the high spatial
and spectral resolution as well as the inherent tunab"Llit_V.
Besides the obvious advantages of diode laser heterodyne
3pectroseopy for t he study of molecular lines in the sunspot
environment and for sub-doppler observations of telluric atmospheric
constituents in solar absorption, the method has great potential for
further astrophysical work. Several interesting problem areas
should be mentioned here;
1') Anomalous emission features in the solar spectrum, near
12.33 and 12.22 a have been discovered by Murcray et al. (1981), and
have been conjectured to originate in the solar chromosphere or
i	 corona. At the observational resolution of 0.02 em -1 , the features
were unresolved and exhibited a peak intensity x10,6 above the
F	 continuum. The fully resolved line shapes obtainable using the
heterodyne technique will permit accurate measurements of the
kinetic and brightness temperatures for these features. In
addition, accurate determination of the line center positions should
t0*1	 QUALW1
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provide information on the dynamics in the regions where the
features are formed,
2	 ,s demonstrated by the observations of ►ears, Venus and
UC+10216 1 TAL heterodyne spectroscopy is evolving to the point
where remote sources other than the Sun can be detected with
signal- to•noik,e adequate for spectroscopic purposes. The measured A
of 43, which cacurred using the AF speotral line receiver is within
a factor of 7 of the best performance from the NASA CO2 heterocyne
system. Part of this difference (a factor of 4,2) is accounted for
by the reflection characteristics of the ZnSe beamspli*.ter, which
differs between the two systems.
3) Several. bright IR stars, e ,g, IRC + 10216 (already
observed using the TAL heterodyne spectrometer), VY Canis Majoris, W
Hydra, and a Orionis have also been considered for study after some
additional improvement in system sensitivity. A variety of
molecular absorption and emission lines have been observed in th,^se
and similar objects at both IR anct millimeter K^veleng:hs. The list
of such detections has grown too large to disouns in this context.
Of great interest is observed Si0 maser emission in a number of
these IR sources. Infrared measurements of vibrational transitions
between the levels of interest may answer some long standing
questions regarding the mechanisms for pumping 'these masers:
4) Molecular hydrogen emission has been detected in the Y
Orion region (Beckwith et al., 1978; Beck et al., 1979) and
observations of selected H 2 lines at high spatial and spectral
resolution should reveal new information about this complex region,
:.
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Such measurements will be possible for tne H 	 line at 12.26 miorona
when the sys tem sensitivity is improved and will become possible for
H2 lines at 17.03 and 28.22 microns when long wavelength infrared
mixers and TDL 1 3 become available,
5)	 infrared measurements of some compact HII regions reveal
large fluxes in the fine structure lines CArIII3 t CSIVI I and (dell]
at 8.99,	 10,51 and 12,81 microns (Willner, 1977),	 eor a 3 metor
?r?r*.elescope aperture, estima
t
es yeild brightness temperatures in
these lines as large as '.)OOK, making them attractive sources for
diode laser work,	 Low resolution observations of these lines have
also been made in plane tary nebula (Aitken et al., 1979) ana suggest
line brigh l"Ines3es adequate for high resolution observations with
signal to noise ratios larger '
t
han	 , 50.
.govng TDstropnt Qev2j2pMPnt7.3	 Fiatiam Dirgotions in TDL He*,Rr
In order to make diode laser heterodyne detec
t
ion fully
competitive with (or superior to) the overall performances of gas
laser instruments, advances are necessary in the areas of TOL and
photomixer development as well as in the overall instrument design.
In order to successfully perform most of the observations
above, it is essential to have TDL's with improved (i)	 power
ou
t
put, (ii) mode purity, (iii) 	 excess noise suppression, (iv)
tunability and (v) opera
t
ing temperature range. 	 One additional
long-3tanding proolem - that of device deterioration by slow contact
A degradation - has been largely solved.	 This results in
substantially increased lifetime over devices of Just a few years
L%;-
Ir.
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ago, Items (ii) and (iii) are closely related since many of }no
diode noise properties are coupled to beat effects and awi.;oning
between competing frequency modes, The elimination of multi-moding
in stripe geometry lasers also greatly enhancers single moue
tunability by restricting operation to only the lowest order
transverse mode# As a result, success in improving (ii) should also
largely eliminate problems associated with (iii) and (iv)
The flgCdTe IR photomalxors incorpora
t
ed
 into the system have
been provided by D. Spears of MIT Lincoln Gabs (5peara, 1977)
These devices exhibit high quantium efficiencies in shot-noise
limited applications, but have been optimized for use with C pl gas
laser heterodyne systems which routinely deliver 1mri to the
detector, Because of the inherently low power outputs of present
TDL's, detectors are required which are optimized far smaller local
oscillator powers. Such devices are just now becoming available
(Spears, 1981) and should improve the heterodyne efficiency in oases
where the available TDL power .is split among several usable modes.
one maJor engineering problem associated witO "he spectrometer
has been the inability to stabilize the diode laser frequency over
reasonably long integration times. A related problem is the
frequency uncertainty that arises when it's necessary to extrapolate
the diode frequency away from precise reference gas line positions,
In practice, the frequency stability of the TDL should be less than
the single IF channel width of .25 MHz over a period of 1-2 hours,
which is the maximum practical integration time for most sources.
Present commercially available temperature controllers employing a
129
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heater-aenaor servo loop are not capable of consistently satisfying
this requirement, particularly when the diode tuning rate exceeds
?,O em-1 /K., Also, because of non- linearities in the diode tuning
rate ana because of thermal drift of the Ge etalon fringes, local
oscillator frequencies normally cannot be accurately extrapolated
more than x0.01 cm-1 from a reference ,gas line, A reliable method
of predicting and holding the TDL output frequency to <0.001 cm 1 is
necessary for reliable ooservational work and long integration
times. Poultney et al. (1980) have achieved TDL frequency control
to ,10 -4 cm - 1 , using reference gas features and a 0.01 cm -1 air gap
etalon. The TDL frequency was determined relative to the, etalon
fringes using an interpolation scheme based on a TDL fm analysis of
the etalon fringe pattern. Another approach (Savage and Augers.,
1980) uses a serve-controlled Eabry-Perot etalon in which th°
transmitted LO power is synchronously detected and used to fine tune
the TDL current controller. A number of other schemes employing
reference gas lines and/or variations of these methods might be
employed to achieve the desired frequency precision and long-term
stability.
Another design problem results from the inefficiency introduced
by the zinc selenide beamsplitter. In the present spectrometer
design, half of the useful signal and LO oscillator power is lost at
the beamsplitter because of its 50/50 reflection/transmission
characteristics. Two plausible schemes for recovering this lost
signal are: (i) introduction of a second HgGdTe detector, the
output of which is combined in the proper phase with the first
3
x
4.:lu ufix
	I	 ^,i ^• ^ ... rc 1
1,30
detector using a broad-sand IF coupler, (ii) Aeplaaement of the
beamsplitter with an all»refleotive berm combiner. This second
scheme has the potential of being easy to implement, and its
inclusion, into the spectrometer optical train is presently being
considered.
14
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APPEN DI X A:
TDL HETERODYNE DETECTION OF ATMOSPHLHIC N 2C, CH 
41 
0 3 AND H2O
A number of observations of terrestrial features have been made
in solar occulation while testing the instrument at the NASA/GSFC 4 81'
{
reflect'.in.g telescope, near Greenbelt, MD. Figures 26 and 27 sh^w
heteroayne detection of atmospheric absorption features measured in
1
the sweep integration mode. Figure 26 shows p and R branch lines in
the 2v 2 fundamental band of N 20. The features in Figure 27 belong to
r
the v l fundamental band of ozone, based on line identification
i	 R
studies and position measurements by Goldman and BlatherwicK (1980)
r
and Barbe et al. (1981). Each solar measurement, was followed by a
E,	 reference line measurement using an N 20 cell in front of a 1273 K
blackbody. A calibrated etalon and a calibrated blackbody continuum
spectrum (not shown) were measured for each line allowing
quantitative analysis of the line shape. Because tae strong N,O
r
reference lines have separation larger than 0.5 cm r1 , the 0.1 cm^1
frequency calibration using the infrared monochromator coaxes it
possible to identify each feature and obtain its frequency using N20
line position standards. A recent compilation of N 2t) absorption line
standards, accurate to < 10 MHz (Olson et al., 1961) has been used
for this purpose.
Both N20 scans in Figure 26 were obtained in early June 1980 at
nearly the same air mass. However, a substantial amount of water
vapor was present on the day the R(19) line was obtained and
`	
absorption in the wing of a highly broadened H 2O line centered at
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1187.0 cm-1
 accounts for the reduced solar cootinuum signal during
that measurement. The R(19) result was obtained by stacking 3 scans,
each with a time constant of 1.25 sec for a total integration time
(t) of 345 seconds. Only a single scan with T = 1,25 sec was
required for the P(12) measurement because of the larger solar
continuum signal and lower TDL noise level.
Most of the noise in Figure 26 results from the choice of
amplitude resolution used when storing the scan average in the signal
averager. The excess noise, however, results from mode competition
in the diode laser which produces large audio frequency fluctations.
In practice it is sometimes possible to adjust the diode current and
mount temperature to move the interesting feature into a region where
noise is not observed. For the P(12) line the double side-band SNR
for the line wing is as high as 200 for an IF bandwidth of 100 MHz,
integration time of 1.25 sec and blackbody temperature of 1273 K.
The expected 5NR for an ideal system under these same conditions is
about 16,000, making the measured system delta (A) about 80 in this
region of the scan. A delta as low as 60 has been observed in the
single channel sweep mode, although not in close proximity to an
absorption feature in any of the subject, gases used here.
Figure 28 shows atmospheric methane and ozone observed in s^lar
absorption after interfacing the spectrometer to the 64-channel
spectral line receivev,, The detection of CH  in (a) was confirmed by
heterodyning a CH4 cell in front of the reference blackbody
immediately after the atmospheric measurement. Line position
standards for methane (Reisfeld et al., 1978) were used to identify
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the feature, after frequency calibration to within i 0.1 cm' 1 using n
menochromator. The poor signal to noise in this measurement, results
from ,
 both excess noise in the diode mode and low atmospheric
transmission ( s25%) at this frequency, as given by the ratio of
observed solar signal to reference blacKbocy signal. The CH  feature
lies well within the wing of a highly absorbing H2O line at 1198.2
cm^ 1 , This would account for the heavy absorption, since the
atmospheric temperature and relative humidity were both high at the
time of measurement
Absorption from H2O at 1171.5 cm-1 also limits the signal
observed in (b). This shows atmospheric 0 3 line identifications.that
were made using S02
 as a frequency standard. The LO frequencies for
these measurements were determined by direct absorption using a 10 cm
cell filled with 5 torr of SO 2 . By noting the LO current settings at
several S02 line centers and using line position data for the v 1 band
of S0 2 (Allarie et al., 1975) the LO frequency could be found by
interpolation. Based on SO2 abundance estimates ( Aikin, 1979), no
observable S0 2
 absorption is expected in the solar transmittance
spectrum. Both of the features in (b) were identified as belonging
to the v 1
 fundamental band of 0 3 using puolished ozone line positions
by Barbe et al. (1981).
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HETERODYNE MEASUREMENTS OF MARS AND VENUS
Observations of Mars and Venus using the TDL heterodyne
spectrometer were made during November, 1980 at the coude focus of
the NASA 3-meter IR telescope at Mauna Kea, Hawaii. A photo of the
spectrometer in the 3-meter coude room is shown in Figure 29. The
1
beam of this telescope is approximately f/120 f yielding a 0.5
aresec/mm field at the coude focus. Thf- 6 micron "seeing" at Mauna
Kea is about 1-2 aresec under good conditions, and because of the
altitude ( -14.3 km) the amount of precipit:al water vapor is very small
(typically 1-2 mm). Since H 2O is the dominant absorber at Lhe
i
	
h	 frequencies of interest, this altitude is oI' great advantage for 1H
r
observations.
The planetary measurements (Figure 30) were mace using the
64-channel spectral line receiver and the LO was adjusted to operate
r using 	 single3	 	 powerful Eabry-Perot mode. The mode frequency was
measured with the monochrcmator to be 1181.4 em -1 . Examination of
0.06 cm-1 resolution around-based atmospheric transmittance data by
Goldman and Blatherwick (1980) shows that this frequency lies between
terrestrial N20 features at 1180.9 and 1181.8 em
-1 . No other major
r
terrestrial, absorption features exist near the Observing frequency so
nothing was expected to appear in the spectra, given the observed
signal to noise ratio. The reference 1300 K blaokbody measurement
was made prior to the planetary measurements and snows an operating
system o of s 45 near 400 MHz IF. The blackbody measurement is shown
C
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Figure 30- Heterody
ne measurements of Mars and Venue, performed at
Mauna Ken.
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in Section 4,4, figure 14. The synchronous detection
 scneme involved
the use of a wobbling secondary with a ,r1 arcmin th r^w, in place of
the rotating blade chopper. Either berm could be centered on the
planet with the other on the sky, This capability allows the
cancellation of systematic differences between the two beams that are
comparable in size to the planetary signal.
The Mars result (top) consisted of 10 co-added integrations at
disk center made by alternating beams, for a total integration time
of s64
 minutes. The Aaars measurement was made during daylight hours
since Mars transit occurred at about 2 p,m, local time. This made
tracking a major problem since the high background light level made
the disk of Mars almost invisible in the visual field, Tracking
difficulties were not quite as severe for the Venus measurement,
because of the planets higher visible albedo and the high solar
zenith angle at the time of measurement,
Adopting a disk center continuum temperature of 20 K for Mars
and 240 K for Venus, the computed fluxes of these sources when
ratioed to the blackbody should be 3.1 x 10
-3 and 1,8 x 10-3,
respectively. The Venus continuum signal of 0.64 x 10" 3 then,
suggests a total transmittance for atmosphere and telescope of ,0,4.
Compared to Venus, the ratio Mars / BB should have been A 1.2 x 10"3.
The observed value of 0.8 x 10
-3 is presumably the result, of guiding
difficulties. The integration time for Mars was only about nalf that
for Venus, which accounts for the poorer signal to noise observed in
the Byars measurement,
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APPENDIX Co
HETRRODY JC MEASUREMENTS OF THE INFRARED OBJECT IRC +10216
Measurements of IRC+10216 were also made at ►iauna Kea during
January 1961, As Figure 31 shows, those measurements were made in
January 14 and 15 using diode laser modes at 1219.30 and 1227.12
cm` 1 . These frequencies were estaclished by first coarse calibrating
using the monochromator, and tnen >ffsetting from N20 reference Lines
at 1219,260 and 1227.099 cm" 1 , A 1 300K reference blackb ody was used
for these measurements.
As with the planetary run, successive measurements on the source
were made by alternating beams from the wobbling secondary to remove
thermal background offsets that exist between the two beams. In
order to successfully track and remain centered on the source, the
brightest part of which is confined to a region less than of arosec,
the instrument, was periodically used as a broadband detector by
spiralling the telescope over a 1-3' arosea field, while sensing for a
peak in the synchronously detected direct signal from the source.
This procedure was repeated after each pair of source integrations (^
once every 10 minutes) and was necessary to correct for slow drifts
,a
in telescope point ing.
One motivation for making these measurements was the possibility
of detecting SiO absorption in this source. For this reason the
choice of LO frequencies was restricted to close coincidence with
expected positions of low J, v	 1-0 and v 2-1 lines in the source.
f• The mode used on ,January 114 exhibited excessive amounts of excess
^r
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noise at high IF, causing a steep roll-^f'f in the IR response.
Ideally any IF response characteristics will disappear in the ratio
spectra. During the time intervals between source, moan and BB
reference measurements, however, small changes in LO performance
occurred. Because of the low signal levels being detected, these
changes introduced large anomalies in the ratio spectra. For this
diode laser mode the general IF noise level showed time variability
as exhibited in both moon calibration runs and in several sky vernta5
sky comparisons.
The January 15 data appear ocnsider-ably better, partly because
the TDL mode in this case was well behaved, and partly because of 	 ji	 ,
improved seeing - an imp-ortant requirement for observations of point
sources. The heterodyne calibration measurements were made by
placin, :ne beam of the wobbling secondary on the lunar limb. Since
the lunar hase was near firstp	 quarter, the subs..lar point was also
near the limb and the lunar continuum temperature was expected to be
about 390K. This would yield a moon/6B ratio of 0.032. The measured
ratio of s 0,012 - 0.015 suggest an atmoophere - telescope
Y
transmission factor of about 0.4, in agreement with the Ncvemoer,
{	 1960 results. The ratio IRC+10216/moon was measured tc be s 0.20.
This result is not inconsistent with a value for IAC+10216/moon of
r	
, 0.38 measured by Kcsti uk and cowcrKers (1961) with the Goddard 10
micrcn CO
2
 heterodyne spectrometer at Kitt Peak (Kcstiuk, 1981). The
i	 moon was full at the time of these measurements (January 2, 1980) and
f	 because of the lower temperature at the lunar limb, larger values ^.f
{	 the star/moon flux ratio would be expected. The diode laser
r
4
Fj
a. ;,
3.44
measurement suggests an a miar .^n br4ghtne$3 homperature 7f 290K fcr
IHC+10216,
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APPENDIX D:
DETAILS OF THE VOIGT PROFILE: DOUBLE-SIDEBAND FITTING ROUTINE
The spectral line receiver produces a folaea double sideband
spectrum which complicates any analysis of an absorption feature in
one of the sidebands. For two special cases the unfolding process in
simplified: If an isolated narrow feature is observed centered at
some distance cur. in the IF, e.g., a doppler-broadened line at > 5AvD
from the local oscillator frequency, then the effect of folding is to
double the continuum intensity relative to the line depth and reduce
the contrast in the.line by a factor of 2. The single sideband
lineshape (00-0V)/@c can then be retrieved by doubling to get
2(00- w )/m0 . The other special case arises when the 1^cal oscillator
is placed exactly at the line center position. Then, for a symmetric
line, the folding of each half of the line around the LO position
doubles the line contrast so the measured (0 C-w)/0 0 is the single
sideband value.
In all other cases, either because of excessive broadening or
close proximity of the line center to the LO position, folding of the
}
	 line wing in the opposite sideband causes a distWrt.ion cf the line
shape and a visibility intermediate to that of the two special cases
above. This is often the case witn the observed SiO features.
In order to recover the line shape and extract reliable values
for the widths, equivalent widths and residual line intensities, a
computer program was written which folds a Vcigt function about score
selected point and overlays the folded curve on the observed
i
v
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double-sideband feature. Figure 32 and the following discussion
illustrate the details of the folding and fitting process.
Letting ^a and o(ve) be the continuum and Line center
intensities, the single sideband intensity ssb m(Av) at. a point, in an
absorption line a distance ev from line center is
ssbm(pv) = @
c - [00 - ssbo(v0)]
	
[H(a,v)/H(a,0)]	 (D1)
In Equation D1, H(a,v) is the Voigt function, with the customary
definitions for a and v.
a = y/av D = ratio of collisicnal broadening
to dcppler broadening
Here pv D is the dcppler half-width .far the absorption line. Since a
is dimensionless, y has the units of ov D and represents the
collisicnal broadening contribution. Also, letting v o be the line
center frequency
v = ev/av D = (v - v C)/ov D 	 (U2)
As usual, v is the independent variable which give,4  the distance from
line center Qv, in units of the dcppler width. Of course v = 0 when
v = vc , Placing H(a,0) in the denominator of Equation D1 normalizes
the height of the Voigt ,function at line center to (^c 
_ ssb^(vo)) sc
ssb	 ssb!.	 that	 ^(ev=c) _	 ^(v„) as required 	 The double sideband
^f
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intensity at an intermediate frequency v IF is the average of the
single-sideband values at (v CIF* vIF) and (vclF - 
9
1F). From Figure
32 this can be written
p (v IF ) = 1/2 
Cssb p
(vIF -
 
\) CIF + ssb 0(\)
IF
 + \1
 CIF 7 	 (u3)
where
ssb p(vIF t vclF) = pQ	 ssb p(vclF) H ► (a,v+)
In Equation D3 we have defined
H ► (a,v± ) = H(a,v+)/H(a ► 0)
With
vi, . ( V 
IF
±
 vclF)/4vD
`	 CRIGMMAL PALS IS149	
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k
0(vIF)	 00 - 1/2 (O c - ssc0(v CIF ) [H I (a,v- ) + HI(a,v+ )	 (IM
n
It is also important to mention the r 1'reatment of the doppler
t	 k term Av	 in this analysis, For a molecule of mass M (in amu)	 at
temperature T, the thermal dcppler (1/e) width for absorption (or
I'
emission) at frequency v c , hereafter called Av th , is
I
Avth	 (2 k T/M mH c2 ) vo (D5)
with k = Boltzmann' s constant and M m  the molecular weignt ( 1 9 mH=44
for Si0). For sunspot temperatures (T = 3500-4000 K) Av tn for Si0 is
rather well defined, and lies between .0035 and .0041 em 1 . The
effect of microturbulence broadening is taken into account by adding
an assumed mieroturbulent, velocity 
g  in 
quadrature to the thermal
doppler velocity to obtain an effective dcppler width Av D , The total
particle velocity §D is related to Av D by
AV  = ; Dvc/c	 06)
and can be expressed as the sum of the thermal part ( 4 th ) and the
microturbulence contribution ( &M ) by
4D = (& th2 + ^ M 2 ) 1/2
	 07)
:w
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Since 
;tn 
='(a/v o ) 2 AV 2th , Equation D7 becomes
Av D = v o/ c [(alvo ) 2AV2th * &M231/2	 06)
From Equation D6, the thermal term in brackets is only a function of
temperature, Since ^M is usually given in pan/sea, the first, term can
be expressed in (km/sec) 2 so that for SiO, Equation D8 becomes
Av D 	(105 v 0
/c) [3.76 x 10 -4T + 
'M
2 3 1/2	 (D9)
The procedure used in fitting he observed lines was to adjust, vclF,
ssb0 ( volF)I ^ , a and 4 M until good agreement was obtained between
The UbsttkVatiens and The folded VeigG lineshape ( Equation L EI), whion
is overlaid with the data. The line width and equivalent width could
then be extracted from the unfolded line shape.
**t`M
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APPENDIX E:
EFFECTS OF SCATTERED PHOTOSPHERIC LI3HT ON MEASURED LINE SHAPES
For observations of small spots or in cases where the heterodyne
field of view does not reside in the spot. umbra for the entire
integration period, acme dilution of the umbral spectrum occurs
because of contamination by surrounding phot:cspheric light. This
situation is equivalent to a filling factor problem where the source
size is smaller than the field of view. For a beam area of unit size
with a fraction A cf the beam filled by the spot, the measured umbral
intensity I'M will be
I'(v) = A I(0 + (1-A) Inh	 (E1)
Here V 0 is the corresponding intensity for A=1 0 (i.e. When the
umbra completely fills the beam). The measured quantity (.p'v) is the
ratio of spot to adjacent photosphere intensity I'(v)/I ph so that
most useful form of Equation E1 is rbtained by dividing each term by
Iph to get
01(v) = A 0(v) + (1-A)	 (U)
s	
Likewise for the continuum measurement
s
c = A 0c = (1-A)	 (E3)
c
I
c il—'-
1
Pc	 i
r
r
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F^r each measurement, the effective filling factor A can be deduced
from the measured continuum ^' 0 after a suitaole value for the "true"
relative umbral intensity 0Q has been determined, Rearranging
Equation E3 gives
A = (1-01a) /( 1 -0Q) 	 (94)
For each measurement it is then possible to get a4 upper limit D(v)
to the line depth D I N) at any point on the line, Since
D'( v ) = Wc - 0 110))/0 1 0 = A/010(^c_^(v))
solving for D(v) gives
D(v) = ( ^ c	 0(0)/¢ 0 = (0
1
0/0 aA) D I (v)	 (E5)
The equivalent width W' can be adjusted in a similar way. From the
definition of equivalent width,
W I  =
	
	 (Ia - I(v)) dv	 (E6)
Line
Dividing first by 
1  and then by Iph , Equation E6 becomes
f,	 W =	 (1-0(n)) /o dv =	 D (v) dv	 (E7)
Line	 Line
l>
*-%-m
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Frcm Equation E5, this is equivalent to
W = (0 1 0/$ QA)	 DI (v) dv
Line
VR
W = 0 1 0 /^ a A) W"
	
(Ea)
Equations E5 and E8 allow the measured line intensities tc be
adjusted, once a suitable value for umoral intensity ^ c is assumed,
0
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